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PREFACE

Whether it's the supervisor who claims to support you while thwarting every opportunity you have to get ahead, the co-worker who quietly undermines you to gain the boss's favor, the spouse who professes to love and care about you but seems to control your life, or the child who always seems to know just which buttons to push in order to get their way, manipulative people are like the proverbial wolf in sheep's clothing. On the surface, they can appear charming and genial. But underneath they can be ever so calculating and ruthless. Cunning and subtle, they prey on your weaknesses and use clever tactics to gain advantage over you. They're the kind of people who fight hard for everything they want but they do their best to conceal their aggressive nature. That's why I call them covert-aggressive personalities.

As a clinical psychologist in private practice, I began to focus on the problem of covert-aggression about 10 years ago. I did so because the depression, anxiety, and feelings of insecurity that initially led many of my patients to seek help eventually turned out to be in some way linked to their relationship with a manipulative person. I've counseled not only the victims of
covert-aggression, but also manipulators themselves experiencing distress because their usual ways of getting their needs met and controlling others weren’t working anymore. My work has given me an appreciation for how widespread the problem of manipulative behavior is and the unique emotional stress it can bring to a relationship.

The scope of the problem of covert-aggression seems self-evident. Most of us know at least one manipulative person. And hardly a day goes by that we don’t read in the newspaper or hear a broadcast about someone who managed to exploit or “con” many before fate shed some light on their true character. There’s the tele-evangelist who preached love, honesty and decency while cheating on his wife and fleecing his flock, the politician, sworn to “public service,” caught lining his pockets, or the religious “guru” who even managed to convince most of his followers that he was God incarnate while sexually exploiting their children and subtly terrorizing those who challenged him. The world, it seems, is full of manipulators.

Although the archetypal wolves in sheep’s clothing that make headlines grab our attention and pique our curiosity about what makes such people “tick,” most of the covertly aggressive people we are likely to encounter are not these larger-than-life characters. Rather, they are the subtly underhanded, back-stabbing, deceptive and conniving individuals we may work with, associate with, or possibly even live with. And they can make life miserable. They cause us grief because we find it so hard to truly understand them and even harder to deal with them effectively.

When victims of covert-aggression first seek help for their emotional distress, they usually have little insight into why they feel so bad. They only know that they feel confused, anxious or depressed. Gradually, however, they relate how dealing with a certain person in their lives makes them feel crazy. They don’t really trust them but can’t pinpoint why. They get mad at them but for some reason end up feeling guilty themselves. They confront them about their behavior only to wind up on the defensive. They get frustrated because they find themselves frequently giving in when they really want to stand ground, saying “yes” when they want to say “no,” and becoming depressed because nothing they try seems to make things better. In the end, dealing with this person always leaves them feeling confused, exploited and abused. After exploring the issues in therapy for a while, they eventually come to realize how much of their unhappiness is the direct result of their constant but fruitless attempts to understand, deal with, or control their manipulator’s behavior.

Despite the fact that many of my patients are intelligent, resourceful individuals with a fair understanding of traditional psychological principles, most of the ways they tried to understand and cope with their manipulator’s behavior weren’t getting them anywhere, and some of the ways they tried only seemed to make matters worse. Moreover, none of the ways I initially tried to help made any real difference. Having an eclectic training background, I tried all sorts of different therapies and strategies, all of which seemed to help the victims feel a little better, but none seemed to empower them enough to really change the nature of their relationship with their manipulator. Even more disconcerting was the fact that none of the approaches I tried were effective at all with manipulators. Realizing that something must be fundamentally wrong with traditional approaches to understanding and dealing with manipulative people, I began to carefully study the problem in the hope of developing a practical, more effective approach.

In this book, I would like to introduce you to a new way of understanding the character of manipulative people. I believe the perspective I will offer describes manipulators and labels their behavior more accurately than most other approaches. I’ll explain what covert-aggression is
and why I believe it's at the heart of most interpersonal manipulation. I'll focus some needed attention on dimensions of personality that are too often ignored by traditional perspectives. The framework I will be advancing challenges some of the more common assumptions we make about why people act the way they do and explains why some of the most widely-held beliefs about human nature tend to set us up for victimization by manipulators.

I have three objectives to fulfill in this book. My first is to fully acquaint you with the distinctive character of the covertly aggressive personality. I'll discuss the characteristics of aggressive personality types in general and outline the unique characteristics of the covert-aggressive personality. I'll present several vignettes, based on real cases and situations, that will help you get the "flavor" of this personality type as well as illustrate how manipulative people operate. Being able to recognize a wolf in sheep's clothing and knowing what to expect from this kind of person is the first step in avoiding being victimized by them.

My second objective is to explain precisely how covertly aggressive people manage to deceive, manipulate and "control" others. I'll do this by outlining the offensive tactics that they use to pull the wool over the eyes of others. Fortunately, aggressive and covertly aggressive people prefer to use a select group of interpersonal maneuvers in their bids to gain advantage over others. Becoming more familiar with these tactics really helps in recognizing manipulative behavior at the time it occurs, and makes it easier to avoid being victimized. I'll also discuss the characteristics many of us possess that can make us unduly vulnerable to the tactics of manipulation. Knowing what aspects of your own character a manipulator is most likely to exploit is another important step in avoiding victimization.

My final objective is to outline the specific steps anyone can take to deal more effectively with aggressive and covertly aggressive personalities. I'll present some general rules for redefining the rules of engagement with these kinds of individuals and describe 14 specific tools of personal empowerment that can help a person break the self-defeating cycle of trying to control their manipulator and becoming depressed in the process. Using these tools makes it more likely that a once-time victim will invest their energy where they really have power—in their own behavior. Knowing how to conduct oneself in a potentially manipulative encounter is crucial to becoming less vulnerable to a manipulator's ploys and asserting greater control over one's own life.

I have attempted to write this book in a manner that is serious and substantial yet straightforward and readily understandable. I have written it for the lay person as well as the mental health professional. I hope both will find it useful. By adhering to many traditional assumptions, labeling schemes and intervention strategies, therapists sometimes hold and inadvertently reinforce some of the same misconceptions that their patients harbor about the character and behavior of manipulators that inevitably lead to continued victimization. I offer a new perspective in the hope of helping individuals and therapists alike avoid enabling manipulative behavior.

George K. Simon, Jr. Ph.D.
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  Aggression and Covert-Aggression in a Permissive and Undisciplined Society
PART I

UNDERSTANDING MANIPULATIVE PERSONALITIES
INTRODUCTION

Covert-Aggression—
The Heart of Manipulation

A Common Problem

Perhaps the following scenarios will sound familiar. A wife tries to sort out her mixed feelings. She's mad at her husband for insisting their daughter make all A's. But she doubts she has the right to be mad. When she told him she thought he was being too demanding, his comeback “Shouldn’t any good parent want their child to do well and succeed in life?” made her feel like the insensitive one. In fact, whenever she confronts him, she somehow ends up feeling like the bad guy herself. When she suggested there might be more to her daughter’s problems than there appeared at first glance, and that the family should seek counseling, his retort “Are you saying I’m psychiatrically disturbed?” made her feel ashamed for asking. She often tries to assert her point of view, but always ends up giving-in to his. Sometimes, she thinks the problem really is him, believing him to be selfish, ruthless and controlling. But this is a loyal husband, good provider and a respected mem-
ber of the community. By all rights she shouldn’t resent him. Yet, she does. So, she constantly wonders if there isn’t something wrong with her.

A mother tries desperately to understand her daughter’s behavior. No young girl, she thought, would threaten to leave home, say things like “Everybody hates me” and “I wish I were never born,” unless she were very insecure, afraid, and probably depressed. Part of her thinks her daughter is still the same child who used to hold her breath until she turned blue or threw tantrums whenever she didn’t get her way. After all, it seems she only says and does those things when she’s facing discipline or is trying to get her way. But a part of her is afraid to believe that. “What if she really believes what she’s saying?,” she wonders. “What if I’ve really done something to hurt her and I just don’t realize it?,” she worries. She hates to be “bullied” by all the threats and emotional displays her daughter exhibits whenever she doesn’t get what she wants. But she can’t take the chance her daughter might really be hurting, can she? Besides, children don’t bully unless underneath it all they really feel insecure or threatened in some way, do they?

The Heart of the Problem

Neither victim in the preceding scenarios trusted their “gut” feelings. Unconsciously, they felt on the defensive. But consciously, they had trouble seeing their manipulator as simply a person on the offensive. On one hand, they felt like the other person was trying to get the better of them. On the other hand, they found no objective evidence at the time to back-up their gut-level hunch. They ended up feeling crazy.

They’re not crazy. People fight all the time. And manipulative people are expert at fighting in slick, subtle, and almost undetectable ways. Most of the time, when they’re trying to get the better of you, you don’t even know you’re in a fight until you’re well on your way to getting beaten.

Introduction

When you’re being manipulated, chances are that someone is fighting with you for something but in a way that’s difficult to see. Covert-aggression is at the heart of most manipulative interactions.

The Nature of Human Aggression

Most of the fighting that people do is neither physically violent nor inherently destructive. Our instinct to fight is the soul-mate of our survival instinct. We all “fight” to survive and prosper. Some theorists suggest that only when this most basic instinct is severely frustrated does our aggressive drive have the potential to be expressed violently. Others point out that some rare individuals seem to be predisposed to aggress violently, even under the most benign circumstances. But whether extraordinary circumstances, genetic predispositions or both are at the root of violent aggression, most theorists agree that aggression per se and destructive violence are not synonymous. In this book, the term aggression will generally refer to the forceful energy we all expend in our bid to survive, advance ourselves, and secure the things we believe will bring us some kind of pleasure.

Fighting is fundamental and human beings do a lot more of it in their daily lives than they have ever been willing to acknowledge. Anyone who denies the instinctual nature of aggression has either never witnessed two infants struggling for possession of the same toy, or has somehow forgotten this archetypal scene. Fighting is not only basic, it’s a pervasive life occurrence. From the fierce partisan wrangling that characterizes representative government, to the competitive corporate environment, to the adversarial system of our judicial process, much fighting is woven into our societal fabric. We sue each other, divorce each other, battle with one another over our children, contest for jobs, and struggle with each other to advance certain goals, values, beliefs and ideals. The psychodynamic theorist Alfred
Adler noted many years ago that we also forcefully strive to assert a sense of social superiority. Fighting for personal and social advantage, we jockey with one another for power, prestige and a secure social "niche." We do so much fighting in so many aspects of our lives I think it fair to say that when we’re not making some kind of love, we’re likely to be waging some kind of war.

Now, fighting is not inherently evil. Fighting openly and fairly for our legitimate needs is often necessary and constructive. When we fight for what we truly need while respecting the rights and needs of others and taking care not to needlessly injure them, our behavior is best labeled assertive. But when we fight unnecessarily or with little concern about how others are being affected, our behavior is most appropriately labeled aggressive. Now, assertive behavior is one of the most healthy human behaviors. It follows, therefore, adopting the perspective advanced by Carl Jung, that the evil that sometimes results from a person’s aggressive behavior, must necessarily stem from his or her failure to "own" and discipline this basic instinct.

Two Basic Types of Aggression

There are two basic types of aggression: overt-aggression and covert-aggression. When you’re determined to have something and you’re open, direct and obvious in your manner of fighting, your behavior is best labeled overtly aggressive. When you’re out to “win,” dominate or control, but are subtle, underhanded, or deceptive enough to hide your true intentions, your behavior is most appropriately labeled covertly aggressive. Now, avoiding any overt display of aggression while simultaneously intimidating others into giving you what you want is a powerfully manipulative maneuver. That’s why covert-aggression is most often the vehicle for interpersonal manipulation.

Covert and Passive-Aggression

I often hear people say that someone is being “passive-aggressive” when trying to describe their covertly aggressive behavior. Covert-aggression and passive-aggression are not the same thing. Passive-aggression is playing the game of emotional “get-back” with someone by passively resisting any kind of cooperation with them. It’s giving your spouse the “silent treatment,” pouting, whining, “forgetting” or not doing what somebody wants you to do because you’re angry with them for some reason. In short, it’s expressing anger by being passive. In contrast, the calculating, underhanded behavior involved in manipulation is very active, albeit veiled, aggression. Certainly, passive-aggression can be and is often used as an instrument of covert-aggression, but the two are distinctly different behaviors.

Acts of Covert-Aggression vs. Covert-Aggressive Personalities

Most of us have engaged in some sort of covertly aggressive behavior from time to time. Periodically trying to manipulate a person or a situation doesn’t make someone a covert-aggressive personality. Personality can be defined by the way a person habitually perceives, relates to and interacts with others and the world at large. The tactics of deceit, manipulation and control are a steady diet for a covert-aggressive personality. It’s the way they prefer to deal with others and to get the things they want in life.

The Process of Victimization

For a long time, I wondered why manipulation victims have a hard time seeing what really goes on in manipulative interactions. At first, I was tempted to fault them. But I’ve learned that they get hoodwinked for some very good reasons:
1. A manipulator’s aggression is not obvious. Our gut may
   tell us that they’re fighting for something, struggling
   to overcome us, gain power, or have their way, and we
   find ourselves unconsciously on the defensive. But
   because we can’t point to clear, objective evidence
   they’re aggressing against us, we can’t readily vali-
   date our feelings.

2. The tactics manipulators use can make it seem like
   they’re hurting, caring, defending, . . . almost anything
   but fighting. These tactics are hard to recognize as
   merely clever ploys. They always make just enough
   sense to make a person doubt their gut hunch that
   they’re being taken advantage of or abused. Besides,
   the tactics not only make it hard for you to consciously
   and objectively tell that a manipulator is fighting, but
   they also simultaneously keep you unconsciously on
   the defensive. These features make them highly effec-
   tive psychological weapons to which anyone can be
   vulnerable. It’s hard to think clearly when someone
   has you emotionally on the run.

3. All of us have weaknesses and insecurities that a clever
   manipulator might exploit. Sometimes, we’re aware of
   these weaknesses and how someone might use them to
   take advantage of us. For example, I hear parents say
   things like: “Yeah, I know I have a big guilt button.”
   But at the time their manipulative child is busily push-
   ing that button, they can easily forget what’s really
   going on. Besides, sometimes we’re unaware of our
   biggest vulnerabilities. Manipulators often know us
   better than we know ourselves. They know what but-
   tons to push, when and how hard. Our lack of
   self-knowledge sets us up to be exploited.

4. What our gut tell us a manipulator is like challenges
   everything we’ve been taught to believe about: human
   nature. We’ve been inundated with a psychology that
   has us seeing everybody, at least to some degree, as
   afraid, insecure or “hung-up.” So, while our gut tells
   us we’re dealing with a ruthless conniver, our head tells
   us they must be really frightened or wounded “under-
   neath.” What’s more, most of us generally hate to think
   of ourselves as callous and insensitive people. We hesi-
   tate to make harsh or seemingly negative judgments
   about others. We want to give them the benefit of the
   doubt and assume they have don’t really harbor the
   malevolent intentions we suspect. We’re more apt to
   doubt and blame ourselves for daring to believe what
   our gut tells us about our manipulator’s character.

Recognizing Aggressive Agendas

Accepting how fundamental it is for people to fight for
the things they want and becoming more aware of the subtle,
deranged ways people can and do fight in their daily
endeavors and relationships can be very consciousness-
expanding. Learning to recognize an aggressive move when
somebody makes one and learning how to handle oneself
in any of life’s many battles has turned out to be the most
empowering experience for the manipulation victims with
whom I’ve worked. It’s how they eventually freed them-
se from their manipulator’s dominance and control and
maintained a much needed boost to their own sense of self-
esteeem.

Recognizing the inherent aggression in manipulative be-
behavior and becoming more aware of the slick, surreptitious
ways that manipulative people prefer to aggress against us
is extremely important. Not recognizing and accurately
labeling their subtly aggressive moves causes most people
to misinterpret the behavior of manipulators and, there-
fore, fail to respond to them in an appropriate fashion.
Recognizing when and how manipulators are fighting with
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you is fundamental to fairing well in any kind of encounter with them.

Unfortunately, therapists and lay persons alike often fail to recognize the aggressive agendas and actions of others for what they really are. This is largely because we've been pre-programmed to believe that people only exhibit problem behaviors when they're "troubled" inside or anxious about something. We've also been taught that people aggress only when they're attacked in some way. So, even when our gut tells us that somebody is attacking us and for no good reason, we don't readily accept the notion. We usually start to wonder what's bothering the person so badly "underneath it all" that's making them act in such a disturbing way. We may even wonder what we may have said or done that "threatened" them. We almost never think that they might be fighting simply to get something, have their way, or gain the upper hand. So, instead of seeing them as merely fighting, we view them as primarily hurting in some way.

Not only do we often have trouble recognizing the ways people aggress, but we also have difficulty discerning the distinctly aggressive character of some personalities. The legacy of Sigmund Freud's work has a lot to do with this. Freud's theories (and the theories of others who built upon his work) heavily influenced the psychology of personality for a long time. Elements of the classical theories of personality found their way into many disciplines other than psychology as well as into many of our social institutions and enterprises. The basic tenets of these theories and their hallmark construct, neurosis, have become fairly well etched in the public consciousness.

Psychodynamic theories of personality tend to view everyone, at least to some degree, as neurotic. Neurotic individuals are overly inhibited people who suffer unreasonable fear (anxiety), guilt and shame when it comes to securing their basic wants and needs. The malignant im-

\text{pact of overgeneralizing Freud's observations about a small group of overly inhibited individuals into a broad set of assumptions about the causes of psychological ill-health in everyone cannot be overstated.}^5 \text{ But because these theories have so permeated our thinking about human nature, when most of us try to analyze someone's character, we automatically start thinking in terms of what fears might be "hanging them up," what kinds "defenses" they use and what kinds of psychologically "threatening" situations they may be trying to "avoid."}

Classical theories of personality were developed during an extremely repressive era. In such times, one can expect neurosis to be fairly prevalent. Today's social environment is far more permissive. Many of the problems coming to the attention of mental health professionals these days are less the result of an individual's fears and inhibitions and more the result of the deficient self-restraint a person has exercised over his/her basic instincts. More simply, therapists are increasingly being asked to treat individuals suffering from too little as opposed to too much neurosis. As a result, the classical theories of personality and their accompanying prescriptions for helping troubled persons achieve greater psychological health are proving to have limited value in working with many of today's disturbed individuals.

Some mental health professionals may need to overcome significant biases in order to better recognize and deal with aggressive or covertly aggressive behavior. Therapists who tend to see any kind of aggression not as a problem in itself but as a "symptom" of an underlying inadequacy, insecurity or unconscious fear, may focus so intently on their patient's supposed "inner conflicts" that they overlook the aggressive behaviors most responsible for problems. Therapists whose training overly indoctrinated them in the theory of neurosis, may "frame" problems presented them incorrectly. They may, for example, assume
that a person, who all their life has aggressively pursued independence and demonstrated little affinity for others, must necessarily be “compensating” for a “fear” of intimacy. In other words, they will view a hardened fighter as a terrified runner, thus misperceiving the core reality of the situation.

The Need for a New Psychological Perspective

It’s neither appropriate nor helpful to overgeneralize the characteristics of neurotic personalities in the attempt to describe and understand all personalities. We need to stop trying to define every type of personality by their greatest fears or the principal ways they “defend” themselves. We need a completely different theoretical framework if we are to truly understand, deal with, and treat the kinds of people who fight too much as opposed to those who cover or “run” too much. I will present just such a framework in Chapter 1. The perspective I will introduce will for the first time, outline several aggressive personality types whose psychological makeup differs radically from that of the more neurotic personalities. It is within this framework that you will be better able to understand the character of the manipulative people I call covert-aggressive personalities.

CHAPTER 1
Aggressive and Covert-Aggressive Personalities

Understanding the true character of manipulative people is the first step in dealing more effectively with them. In order to know what they’re really like, we have to view them within an appropriate context. In this chapter, I hope to present a framework for understanding personality and character that will help you distinguish manipulators from other personality types and give you an increased ability to identify a wolf in sheep’s clothing when you encounter one.

Personality

Personality can be defined as the unique manner that a person develops of perceiving, relating to and interacting with others and the world at large.7 Biology plays a part. Temperament has a role. Naturally, the character of a person’s environment and what a person has learned from past experiences are big influences, too. All of these factors dynamically interact and contribute to the distinctive "style"8 everyone develops of dealing with others and coping with life in general.
Character

Everyone’s unique style of relating to others has social, ethical and moral consequences. The aspect of personality that reflects how a person accepts and fulfills their social responsibilities has sometimes been referred to as character.9 Oftentimes, the terms character and personality are used synonymously. In this book, however, the term “character” will refer to those qualities of personality that reflect the extent to which a person has developed and maintained integrity and a commitment to ethical conduct.

Some Basic Personality Types

Volumes of clinical literature have been written on the various personality types. A discussion of all of the personality types is beyond the scope of this book. However, I find it particularly useful to distinguish between two basic dimensions of personality that occupy positions on opposite ends of a continuum that reflects how an individual deals with the conflicts of life.

Figure 1 depicts a person in pursuit of a particular goal. As goal-directed creatures, we all invest considerable time and energy trying to get the things we think will help us to prosper or bring us some kind of pleasure. Running into obstacles or barriers to what we want is the essence of human conflict.

Now, there are fundamentally two things a person can do when running up against an obstacle to something they want. For one, they can be so intimidated by the resistance they encounter or so unsure of their ability to deal with it effectively, that they fearfully retreat (see figure 2).

Alternatively, they can directly challenge the obstacle. If they are confident in their fighting ability, they might try to forcefully remove or overcome whatever stands between them and the object of their desire (see figure 3).

Submissive personalities habitually and excessively retreat from potential conflicts. They doubt their abilities and are excessively afraid to take a stand. Because they “run away” from challenges too often, they deny themselves opportunities to experience success. This pattern makes it hard for them to develop a sense of personal competence or self-reliance. Some personality theorists describe these individuals as passive-dependent10 because their passivity largely leads them to become overly dependent upon others to do their fighting for them. Feeling inadequate, they all too readily submit to the will of those they view as more powerful or more capable than themselves.
In contrast, aggressive personalities are overly prone to fight in any potential conflict. Their main objective in life is “winning” and they pursue this objective with considerable passion. They forcefully strive to overcome, crush, or remove any obstacles in the way of what they want. They seek power ambitiously and use it unreservedly. They always want to be “on top” and in control. They accept challenges readily. Whether their faith in their ability to handle themselves in most conflicts is well-founded or not, they tend to be overly self-reliant or emotionally independent.

Neurotic and Character-Disordered Personalities

There are two other important dimensions of personality that represent opposite ends on a different continuum. As mentioned briefly in the previous chapter, personalities who are excessively uncertain about how to cope and excessively anxious when they attempt to secure their basic needs have often been called neurotic. The inner emotional turmoil a neurotic personality experiences most often arises from “conflicts” between their basic instinctual drives and their qualms of conscience. As a general rule, therefore, Scott Peck’s point in The Road Less Traveled that neurotics suffer from too much conscience is correct. These individuals are too afraid to seek satisfaction of their needs because they’re overly riddled with guilt or shame when they do. In contrast, character disordered personalities lack self-restraint when it comes to acting upon their primal urges. They’re not bothered enough by what they do. Again, as Peck points out, they’re the kind of people who have too little conscience. Every personality type falls somewhere along the continuum between mostly neurotic and mostly character disordered.

Freud theorized that civilization is the cause of neurosis. He pointed out that society often condemns indiscriminate sexual or aggressive conduct. This is because the principal ways people can bring pain and hardship into the lives of others involve acts of sex or aggression. Persons who internalize societal prohibitions, though transformed from savages, pay a price for their self-restraint in the form of neurosis. From another point of view, therefore, one could say that the willingness of most persons to restrain (or even worry about) their sexual and aggressive urges makes civilization possible. Rare is the person who “owns” and freely disciplines their basic instincts and, therefore, in the manner Carl Jung suggested is possible, transcends all neurosis. For the most part, therefore, it’s our capacity for neurosis that keeps us civilized.

In a civilized society the character-disordered individuals are more problematic than neurotics. Neurotics mainly cause problems for themselves because they let their excessive and unwarranted fears stifle their own success. Contrarily, character-disordered personalities, unencumbered by qualms of conscience, passionately pursue their personal goals with indifference to—and often at the expense of—the rights and needs of others. Now, of all the various personality types, submissive personalities are among the most neurotic and aggressive personalities are among the most character-disordered.

Aggressive Personalities and Aggressive Personality Subtypes

The personality theorist Theodore Millon conceptualizes aggressive personalities as actively-independent in the way they interact with others and deal with the world at large. He points out that these individuals actively take charge of getting their needs met and resist depending on the support of others. He also suggests that there are two kinds of actively-independent personality, one able to conform his conduct well enough to function in society, and the other unable to abide by the rule of law. I do not agree with Millon that the label “aggressive” best describes the interpersonal style of every kind of actively independent personality. A person can adopt a style of actively taking
care of himself without being truly aggressive about it. Such is the case with the assertive personality, which I regard as the healthiest of all personalities. But I wholeheartedly agree with Millon that there are more kinds of aggressive personalities than just career criminals and it is unfortunate that the official psychiatric nomenclature only recognizes a small subtype of the active-independent personality, the antisocial personality, as psychologically disturbed.

Drawing from Millon's formulations about actively-independent personalities, some of the research on Type "A" (aggressive) personalities and years of clinical experience, I find it useful to categorize four basic aggressive personality types: the unbridled-aggressive, channeled-aggressive, sadistic and covert-aggressive personalities.

Unbridled-aggressive personalities are openly hostile, frequently violent and often criminal in their behavior. These are the people we commonly label antisocial or sociopathic. They tend to be easily angered, lack adaptive fearfulness or cautiousness and are overly prone to violate the rights of others. Many spend a good deal of their lives incarcerated. Some of these overtly aggressive personalities are fueled in their hostility by an inordinate mistrust of others. A smaller number seems to be biologically predisposed to extreme vigilance and suspiciousness (i.e., have some paranoid personality traits as well). But my experience has taught me that most unbridled aggressive personalities are not so much driven by mistrust and suspicion, but rather an excessive readiness to aggressively act-out, even when unnecessary and unprompted, and without hesitation or regard to consequence either to themselves or others.

Channeled-aggressives are overtly aggressive personalities who generally confine their aggression to socially acceptable outlets such as business, sports, law enforcement, the legal profession and the military. These people are often rewarded for being tough, headstrong, and com-

petitive. They may openly talk about "burying" the competition or "crushing" their opponents. They don't usually cross the line into truly sociopathic behavior but it really shouldn't surprise anyone when they do. That's because their social conformity is often more a matter of practicality rather than a true submission to a set of principles or higher authority. So, they'll break the rules and inflict undue harm on others when they feel justified in so doing, or when they think they can get away with it.

The sadistic personality is another overtly aggressive personality subtype. Like all other aggressive personalities, they seek positions of power and dominance over others. But these individuals gain particular satisfaction from seeing their victims squirm and grovel in positions of vulnerability. For the other aggressive personality types, inflicting pain or injury on anyone standing in the way of something and wielding power over others are primarily means to the end of winning. For the sadistic personality, however, making people grovel and suffer are ends in themselves.

The various aggressive personalities have certain characteristics in common. They are all excessively prone to seek a position of power and dominance over others. They are all relatively uninhibited by the threat of punishment or pangs of conscience. They also tend to view things and to think in ways that distort reality of circumstances, prevent them from accepting and exercising responsibility over their behavior, and "justify" their overly aggressive stance. Their errors in thinking have been the subject of much recent research. It's also common for one subtype of aggressive personality to possess characteristics of another. Sociopathic personalities may have some sadistic as well as covert-aggressive features and covert-aggressives may have some sociopathic tendencies, etc.

All of the aggressive personalities have many characteristics in common with narcissistic personalities. Both
display ego-inflation and attitudes of entitlement. Both are exploitive in their interpersonal relationships. Both are emotionally independent personalities. That is, they rely on themselves to get what they need. Millon describes narcissists as passive-independent personalities because they think too much of themselves that they believe that they just don’t need anybody else to get along in life. They don’t necessarily have to do anything to demonstrate competence and superiority because they’re already convinced of it. In contrast, aggressive personalities actively engage in behaviors designed to secure and maintain their independence and keep them in positions of dominance over others.

The Covert-Agressive Personality

As an aggressive personality subtype, one might expect covert-aggressives to share some of characteristics of narcissists as well as the other aggressive personalities. But covert-aggressives have many unique attributes that make them a truly distinct type of aggressive personality. These personalities are mostly distinguished from the other aggressive personality types by the way that they fight. They fight for what they want and seek power over others in subtle, cunning and underhanded ways. On balance, they are more character disordered than neurotic. To the degree they may be neurotic, they deceive themselves about their true character and their aggressive behavior. To the degree they may be character disordered, the more they focus on deceiving only their intended victims.

The covert-aggressive’s dislike of appearing overtly aggressive is as practical as it is face-saving. Manipulators know that if they’re above-board in their aggression, they’ll encounter resistance. Having learned that one of the best ways to “overcome” an obstacle is to “go around” it, they’re adept at fighting unscrupulously yet surreptitiously (see figure 4).

Some personality theorists have proposed that the cardinal quality of the covert-aggressive or manipulative personality is that they derive an inordinate sense of exhilaration from pulling the wool over the eyes of their victims. But I believe their main agenda is the same as that of the other aggressive personalities. They just want to win and have found covert ways of fighting to be the most effective way to meet their objective. I believe these to be their major attributes:

1. Covert-aggressives always want to have their way or to “win.” For them, as with all aggressive personalities, every life situation is a challenge to be met, a battle to be won.

2. Covert-aggressives ambitiously seek power and dominance over others. They always want to be one-up and in control. They use an arsenal of subtle but effective power tactics to gain and keep the advantage in their interpersonal relations. The manipulative tactics they use make it more likely that others will retreat while simultaneously concealing any obvious aggressive intent.

3. Covert-aggressives can be deceptively civil, charming and seductive. They know how to “look good” and how to win you over by “melting” your resistance. They know what to say and do to get you to abandon any intuitive mistrust and give them what they want.
4. Covert-aggressives can also be unscrupulous, under-handed, and vindictive fighters. They know how to capitalize on any weakness and will intensify their aggression if they notice you faltering. They know how to catch you unaware and unprepared. And if they think you’ve thwarted or gotten the better of them, they’ll try to get you back. For them, the battle is never over until they think they’ve won.

5. Covert-aggressives have uniquely impaired consciences. Like all aggressive personalities, they lack internal “brakes.” They know right from wrong, but won’t let that stand in the way of getting what they want. To them, the ends always justify the means. So, they deceive themselves and others about what they’re really doing.

6. Covert-aggressives are abusive and exploitive in their interpersonal relations. They view people as pawns in the game (contest) of life. Detesting weakness, they take advantage of every frailty they find in their “opponents.”

As is the case with any other type of personality, covert-aggressives vary in their degree of psychopathology. The most seriously disturbed covert aggressives go far beyond just being manipulative in their interpersonal style. Severely disturbed covert aggressives are capable of masking a considerable degree of ruthlessness and power-thirstiness under a deceptively civil and even alluring social facade. Jim Jones and David Koresh are good examples. But even though a covert-aggressive personality can be a lot more than just a manipulator, habitual manipulators are most always covert-aggressive personalities.

Distinguishing Covert-Aggressives From Other Personality Types

Just as passive and covert-aggression are very different behaviors, passive-aggressive and covert-aggressive personalities are very different from one another. Millon describes the passive-aggressive or “negativistic” personality as one who is actively ambivalent about whether to adopt a primarily independent or dependent style of coping. These individuals want to take charge of their own life, but fear they lack the resources to do so effectively. Their ambivalence about whether to primarily fend for themselves or lean on others puts them and those in relationships with them in a real bind. They chronically crave and solicit support and nurturance from others. But because they also resent being in positions of dependence and submission, they often try to gain some sense of personal power by resisting cooperation with the very people from whom they solicit support. Waffling on a decision, they might complain that you decide. When you do, they hesitate to go along. In an argument with you, they may get fed up and want to disengage. But afraid that if they truly disengage they might be emotionally abandoned, they’ll stay and “pout” until you plead with them to tell you what’s wrong. Life with passive-aggressive personalities can be very difficult because there often seems to be no way to please them. Although he frequently fails to distinguish passive from covert-aggression, Scott Wetzler characterizes the passive-aggressive personality and what life is like with such individuals quite well in his book *Living with the Passive-Aggressive Man.*

Passive-aggressive patients in therapy are legion. They may “whine” and complain about the lack of support they’re getting from the therapist. But as soon as the therapist tries to give them something, they inevitably start “buckling” the therapist’s suggestions with “yes… but” statements and other subtle forms of passive-resistance. Most therapists can readily distinguish these “ambivalent” personalities
driven by a hypersensitivity to shame from the more cunning, calculating manipulators I call covert-aggressive. But sometimes, unfamiliar with the more accurate term, and wanting to highlight the subtle aggression manipulators display, therapists often misuse the label “passive-aggressive.”

Covert-aggressive personalities are not the same as obsessive-compulsive personalities. We all know perfectionistic, meticulous and highly organized people. When they are reviewing our tax returns or performing brain surgery, we value these attributes quite highly. Yes, some compulsive people can be forceful, authoritarian, domineering and controlling. But that’s because these kinds of people are also covertly aggressive. A person can use their purported commitment to principles and standards as a vehicle for wielding power and dominance over others. Obsessive-compulsive people who are also covertly aggressive are the kind of people who attempt to shove their own standards down everyone else’s throats.

Covert-aggressive personalities are not identical to narcissistic personalities, although they almost always have narcissistic characteristics. People who think too much of themselves don’t necessarily attempt to manipulate others. Narcissists can passively disregard the needs of others because of how absorbed they are with themselves. Some self-centered people, however, actively disregard the needs of others and intentionally victimize and abuse them. Recognizing this, some writers have distinguished the benign from the malignant narcissist. But I think the difference between the kind of person who is too self-absorbed to be attentive to the rights and needs of others and the kind of person who habitually exploits and victimizes is that the latter, in addition to being narcissistic, is distinctly aggressive. So, egotists who cleverly exploit and manipulate others are not just narcissistic, they’re also covertly aggressive personalities.

Most covert-aggressive personalities are not sociopaths. Because they have a disregard for the rights and needs of others, have very impaired consciences, actively strive to gain advantage over others, and will try to get away just about anything short of blatant crime or overt aggression, it’s tempting to label them antisocial. Indeed, some sociopaths use manipulation as part of their overall modus operandi. Manipulators don’t generally violate major social norms, lead lives of crime, or violently aggress against others, although they’re capable of these things.

Several attempts have been made to accurately describe the calculating, underhanded, controlling interpersonal style of manipulative people. They’ve been called all sorts of things from sociopathic to malignantly narcissistic, and even, as Scott Peck suggests, “evil.” Sensing the subtly aggressive character of their behavior, many have called them passive-aggressive. But none of these labels accurately defines the core characteristic of manipulative personalities. It’s important to recognize that for the most part, manipulation involves covert-aggression and habitual manipulators are covert-aggressive personalities.

It’s also important to remember that a manipulative person may have other personality characteristics in addition to their covert-aggressive propensities. So, in addition to being manipulative, they may have narcissistic, obsessive-compulsive, sociopathic or other tendencies. But as a friend of mine once remarked, “It may have short ears and it may have long ears; it may have a lot of hair and it may have no hair at all; it may be brown or it may be gray; but if it’s big and has tusks and a trunk, it’s always an elephant.” As long as the person you’re dealing possesses the core attributes outlined earlier, no matter what else they are, they’re a covert-aggressive personality.
How Someone Becomes a Covert-Aggressive Personality

How any aggressive personality gets to be the way they are varies. I have seen individuals whose early lives were so full of abuse and neglect that they had to become strong “fighters” just to survive. I’ve also met plenty of individuals who seemed to have fought too much all of their lives despite growing up in the most nurturing and supportive environments. These persons seem to have “bucked” the process of socialization from early on and their character development appears to have been heavily influenced at every stage by their excessive combative ness. But regardless of whether nature or nurture is the stronger influence, somehow in their childhood development, most covert-aggressive personalities seem to have overlearned some, and failed to learn other essential lessons about managing their aggression. Judging from the histories with which I am familiar, covertly aggressive personalities typically exhibit the following learning failures:

1. They never learned when fighting is really necessary and just. To them, daily living is a battle and anything that stands in the way of something they want is the “enemy.” Obsessed with “winning,” they’re far too willing and too ready to fight.

2. They never allowed themselves to learn that “winning” in the long-run is often characterized by a willingness to give-in or submit in the short-run. They failed to recognize when it’s best to give way or give ground. Their total aversion to submission prevents them from making the little concessions that often lead to later “victory.”

3. They never learned how to fight constructively or fairly. Sometimes, that’s because they mistrusted their ability to win a fair fight. Sometimes, it’s because they were never willing to run the risk of losing. Sometimes, it’s just because they found covert fighting to be so effective. Whatever the case, somehow they overlearned how to “win” (at least, in the short-run) by fighting underhandedly and surreptitiously.

4. Because they detest submission, they never allowed themselves to learn the potentially constructive benefits of admitting defeat. I think this dynamic is at the heart of the apparent failure of all aggressive (and character-disordered) personalities to learn what we want them to learn from past experience. Truly learning (i.e. internalizing) a lesson in life always involves submitting oneself to a higher authority, power, or moral principle. The reason aggressive personalities don’t change is because they don’t submit. //

5. They never learned to get beyond their childish selfishness and self-centeredness. They failed to realize that they’re not necessarily entitled to go after something just because they want it. To them, the entire world is their oyster. Having become skilled at getting their way through manipulation, they come to think of themselves as invincible. This further inflates their already grandiose self-image.

6. They never learned genuine respect or empathy for the vulnerabilities of others. To them, everyone else’s weakness is simply their advantage. Having only disdain for weakness, especially emotional weakness, they overlearned how to find and push their victims’ emotional “buttons.”

Fertile Ground for Covert-Aggression

Some professions, social institutions and fields of endeavor provide great opportunities for covert-aggressive personalities to exploit others. Politics, law enforcement and religion are some prime examples. I am not implying
that all politicians, law enforcement professionals or religious leaders are manipulative personalities. However, covert power-seekers that they are, manipulators cannot help but gravitate toward and exploit the excellent opportunities for self-advancement and the wielding of considerable power under the guise of service available in such endeavors. The tele-evangelists, cult leaders, political extremists, Sunday night TV “success” peddlers and militant social activists who have appeared in the headlines lately are no different in their overall modus operandi from the covert-aggressives we encounter in everyday life. They’re just more extreme cases. The more cunning and skilled at using the tactics of manipulation a covert-aggressive is, the easier it is for them to rise to a position of substantial power and influence.

Understanding and Dealing With Manipulative People

It’s easy to fall victim to the covert-aggressive’s ploys. Anyone wanting to avoid victimization will need to:

1. Get intimately acquainted with the character of these wolves in sheep’s clothing. Get to know what they really want and how they operate. Know them so intimately that you can always spot one when you encounter one. The stories in the following chapters are written in a genre that will hopefully make it easier for you to get the “flavor” of the covert-aggressive personality.

2. Become acquainted with the favorite tactics covertly aggressive people use to manipulate and control others. We not only need to know what covert-aggressives are like, but also what kinds of behaviors we should expect from them. In general, we can expect them to do whatever it takes to “win,” but knowing their most common “tactics” well and recognizing when they are being used is most helpful in avoiding victimization.

3. Become aware of the fears and insecurities most of us possess that increase our vulnerability to the covert-aggressive’s ploys. Knowing your own weaknesses can be your foremost strength in dealing more effectively with a manipulator.

4. Learn what changes you can make in your own behavior to reduce your vulnerability to victimization and exploitation. Using techniques such as will be presented Chapter 10 can radically change the nature of your interactions with others and empower you to deal more effectively with those who would otherwise manipulate and control you.

The stories in the next few chapters are designed to help you become more intimately acquainted with the character of manipulative people. Each chapter highlights one of the distinguishing characteristics of covertly aggressive personalities. In each story, I’ll attempt to highlight the manipulator’s main agendas, what power tactics they employ to advance them, and the weaknesses they exploit in their victims.
CHAPTER 2

The Determination to Win

The primary characteristic of covert-aggressive personalities is that they value winning over everything. Determined, cunning and ruthless, they use a variety of manipulative tactics, not only to get what they want, but also to avoid seeing themselves or being seen by others as the kind of people they really are. The story of Joe and Mary Blake will give you an idea of how much pain can enter the lives of members of a family in which one person, under the guise of care and concern, is too determined to have his way.

The Father Who Wanted A's

Lisa Blake was having nightmares again. She was increasingly irritable and occasionally uncooperative. Her performance in school was deteriorating. Her parents, Joe and Mary, knew that such behavior is relatively common in preadolescence. But it was very unusual for Lisa. Lisa was their one and only child. They were quite concerned.

Joe had devoted much of his time and energy toward figuring out what to do about Lisa. Mary had suggested
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several times that Lisa might just be under a lot of stress. But Joe was certain the problem was more than that and he made every effort to have Mary see his point of view. He stressed how deeply he cared about his daughter’s welfare. He kept saying he believed any really good parent would leave no stone unturned until a solution was found.

Joe had already done so much in his effort to help Lisa. When she brought home the first B’s on her report card a few months ago, he expressed concern to the school officials that she might have some learning disabilities. But the teachers balked at the notion of testing Lisa. They told him that she was doing just fine. Joe let them know that he cared too much about his daughter’s welfare not to rule out the possibility. For some time, he had suspected the resource room teacher was simply not very eager to have another child in the special classroom. Mary expressed doubt about the advisability of a move, but Joe made her see they had no choice but to remove Lisa from a school with so little apparent teacher dedication and enroll her in a private school where parental concern and involvement would be more appreciated.

After remaining on the honor roll for the first semester at her new school, Lisa’s grades began to slip again. In addition, she was starting to be more disobedient, over little things, and especially with Joe. Joe knew something had to be done. He scheduled a complete academic and psychological evaluation for Lisa at a reputable clinic. He was a little surprised the people he talked to there wanted to interview the whole family in addition to testing Lisa. But, as he’d said many times, he was prepared to do anything to help his daughter.

Mary felt reassured by the counselor’s feedback. She was also encouraged by Lisa’s comments on the way home from the clinic. “The lady there told me I could come to see her any time to talk about things,” Lisa said, “I think I’d like that.” Joe, however, was pretty aggravated about
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some of the things the counselor said. “Imagine!” he exclaimed as he made the case to Mary that the counselor was wrong and he was right, “They tried to tell me that my Lisa has average intelligence! She used to get all A’s and always made the honor roll! Does that seem like average intelligence?” Joe also had some thoughts about the counselor’s suggestions that Lisa was pushing herself too hard and that her nightmares suggested she had some anger toward her parents, especially her father, for expecting too much of her. Eventually he convinced Mary that those psychologically-minded folks at the clinic probably “meant well,” but they didn’t know his daughter—at least, not like he did.

Joe was grinning from ear-to-ear when he announced his surprise the next day. He’d found a solution to Lisa’s problem. He revealed that he’d purchased a computer and several top-notch tutorial programs. Now, he and Lisa could spend a couple of hours together each day working on practice exercises that would get her “back on track.” He could pay for the cost of it with the money he saved by not sending Lisa to the clinic anymore. If Lisa were mad at him for any reason, like the counselors suggested, working so closely together each day should solve that problem. Best of all, he knew he could get back the same little girl he’d always known. After all, he told himself, nobody could care for his little girl like her daddy could.

When a Person Stops at Nothing

Joe told Mary several times that he wanted only the best for his daughter. He lied. Not only did he lie to Mary, he lied to himself. He may have had himself convinced and he certainly did his best to convince others that he was fervently seeking his daughter’s welfare. In reality, however, he just wanted Lisa to bring home A’s.

I know Joe. He’s always determined to have what he wants. He always thinks he’s right—that his way is the cor-
rect way—the only way. This attitude has taken him far in the business world. Some people call him perfectionistic. Others say he's demanding, obsessive and controlling. But these labels don't fully capture what's unhealthy about him. The bottom line is that Joe always wants his way and doesn't know when to stop—when to concede—when to listen to someone else. He's the kind of guy who'll stop at nothing to get what he wants. Sometimes, that's good. To be a "winner" in life, a little such determination is necessary. But when Joe is aggressing at the wrong time and in the wrong arena, and especially when he purports to be doing anything but aggressing, his behavior can be extremely destructive.

Joe is also vain. He sees his family as a reflection of himself. In his mind, it's Lisa's duty to present a favorable image to others so that others will be impressed with him. Joe is wrapped-up in himself. Despite protestations to the contrary, he is insensitive to the wants and needs of others. As self-absorbed as he is, it's not really possible for him to have much empathy for his daughter. But Joe's vanity isn't the direct cause of Lisa's and Mary's pain. His readiness to shove his will down everyone else's throats, always under the guise of care and concern (his covert-aggression), is the major cause of problems.

This case exemplifies how some individuals, despite surface-level appearances, can wield significant emotional tyranny in their homes. It is based on a real clinical case. You might find it interesting that Lisa's nightmares had a common theme. Her dreams were mostly about someone wanting to hurt her father. Elementary dream analysis would suggest that Lisa had unconscious desires to hurt, or even kill her father. Lisa intuitively sensed Joe's ruthlessness but only felt safe enough to lash out at him in her dreams.

How Joe Manipulates Mary

Now, the question arises about how Mary seems to get manipulated into seeing things Joe's way, when in her heart she thinks he's being unreasonable. So, there are some other facts about this case that we need to explore. The fact is that Joe is expert at using some very effective tactics to quash any resistance Mary might think to offer.

Joe knows that Mary is extremely conscientious. He knows that if she thinks that she's in any way neglecting a duty or falling short of her responsibilities as a wife and mother, she'll stop dead in her tracks. So when she confronts him, all he has to do is to make her believe challenging him is tantamount to neglecting her daughter's welfare. If he can make himself appear as the one who really cares, then Mary is invited to believe she's the callous one.

In the preceding vignette, Joe used some very effective tactics (which will be explored in more detail in Chapter 9) to convince himself that he was justified in what he was doing and to convince Mary that she'd be wrong to resist him. He rationalized his selfish agenda both to himself and to his family. His rationalizations included telling himself no one else shared the level of interest in his daughter that he did. He pointed out all the times the teachers at Lisa's old school "dropped the ball" or "sluffed-off" a problem. His rationalizations made just enough sense to Mary that she became convinced if she didn't go along with Joe, it would mean she didn't care as much as he did about Lisa. Joe's rationalizations masked his true agenda. What he wanted was a super-achieving daughter who would serve as a positive reflection on himself and further feed his already substantial ego. It wasn't his daughter's welfare about which he cared. It was his hunger for self-aggrandizement that he wanted to satisfy.

Joe also denied his role in any of his daughter's difficulties and projected all blame onto others. If he for one minute allowed himself to view himself as a culprit, he might have had second thoughts. His denial is not just the way he protects or "defends" his self-image, it's the ve-
hicle by which he grants himself permission to keep on
doing what he might otherwise not do. This is so important
to recognize. At the time he engages in denial, Joe is not
primarily protecting or defending anything. He’s mainly
fighting to overcome all obstacles in the way of what he
wants and resisting submission to the will of others.

Joe knows how to keep Lisa under his thumb, too. He
gives subtle, constant (albeit nonverbal) messages to her
that if she does just as he expects, they will be close and
she will be his “little girl.” But if she bucks him, tries to
assert herself, or fails to live up to expectations, he slyly
lets her know there will be some sort of hell to pay.

I remember how subtle but effective Joe could be with
his implied (veiled) threats to punish anyone who wasn’t
going along with him. At times, just the looks he would
give could be quite intimidating. Even the trip to the clinic
for “evaluation” and “nipping this willful defiance thing in
the bud” was used as a carefully veiled but nonetheless
threatened punishment.

As a seasoned power-broker, Joe is very aware of any-
thing that might upset the balance of power in his family.
When the treatment team made the whole idea of counsel-
ing palatable to Lisa, and she saw it as an opportunity to
ventilate rather than as a punishment, Joe quickly took the
opportunity away. He graciously informed the treatment
team that everything was worked out and our services would
no longer be needed. He knew the balance of power might
be disrupted. He did what he needed to do to maintain
power, control and a position of dominance.

Lisa’s case was an instructive treatment failure. From
it, I learned that if you’re going to try and help anyone else
in a manipulator’s family win, you can’t just let the mani-
pulator feel like they have to lose. The importance of
crafting win-win scenarios in dealings with manipulators
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.

CHAPTER 3

The Unbridled Quest for Power

Other than winning, nothing is more important to any
aggressive personality than gaining power and achieving a
position of dominance over others. Now, we all want some
sense of power in our lives. That’s not unhealthy. But how
ambitiously we pursue it, how we go about preserving it,
and how we use it when we have it says a lot about the kind
of person we are. Covert-aggressives are ruthlessly ambi-
tious people but they’re careful not to be perceived that
way. The following story is about a man of the cloth who
lies to himself and his family about the real master he serves.

The Minister on a Mission

James was just a little hesitant the day he, Jean and the
children left their cozy cottage next to the historic, coun-
tryside church. He’d told the children how the move to the
city would bring excitement and opportunity for them.
They’d have so much more to do, he thought, they wouldn’t
complain as much that he never seemed to find the time to
go camping or river rafting with them. He quelled the un-
easiness Jean had shared with him about the added stress a
larger congregation might bring to their relationship. He was very convincing as he pointed out to her how she'd always had a hard time accepting that the Lord’s work comes first. Jean acknowledged her “selfishness” and renewed her pledge that James would have her support.

The small congregation was buzzing for weeks about the move. Rumor had it that the Capital City congregation had always been the grooming grounds for future Church Elders. James responded to questions with his customary humility: “I don’t know what The Master has in store for me . . . I just go where he leads me.”

The pastor of the Capital City congregation was struck by James’ apparent dedication and fervor. He reminded him on several occasions it wasn’t necessary to answer every request for a home visit or drop in on almost every Bible study meeting. But James said that he found serving the Lord “energizing” and tended his flock with great vigor.

The crowd that would gather following Sunday services seemed to be getting larger with each impassioned sermon. James appeared to blush at the frequent praise from parishioners extolling his dedication. He responded that ministering to the needs of others brought him untold joy and contentment. He told everyone how happy he was just to be the Lord’s humble servant.

Everyone loved and revered James. That’s what made it so difficult for Jean to talk to him again. She still felt somewhat guilty and, as James had suggested to her more than once, a little selfish. But she was becoming weary of the lonely nights. She wanted time to talk things over and to have his assistance in helping the kids with their adjustment to a new school and new neighborhood. She even asked him to take back the still vacant position at the old country mission. James was adamant about staying. In an impetuous moment Jean threatened to leave. But by the time she and James finished discussing matters, she felt so guilty. He was right, she thought, to point out how insignificent the desires of individuals are when compared to the will of God. “If it weren’t God’s will, why did this opportunity come along?” he countered. Jean resigned herself to just keep trying. She did her best to help her children understand as well.

James was a little taken back with what the pastor had to say at their weekly conference. “You know, James, some people are already talking about you enrolling in training for a seat on the Elder’s Council and I couldn’t agree more.” He continued, “I can’t imagine why anyone would suggest you might be having some problems at home that might interfere with things. If I thought there were any truth to some of the rumors, I wouldn’t be recommending you.”

That night Jean could not believe her ears. The babysitter was all arranged. They were going out! Over dinner, James told Jean of his plans to take the whole family on a camping and fishing trip over the upcoming long weekend. He’d already worked out the details with the pastor. “What ever possessed you?” Jane inquired. “I’ve started to rethink some things,” he replied. “And after all, you know I love you, more than life itself.”

James’ Hidden Agenda

James is a covert-aggressive personality. He uses the “cover” of serving the Lord and ministering to the needs of others to satisfy his ambition for prestige, position and power. His character is deeply flawed. A person of sound character has learned to balance self-interest with the interests and needs of others. James has learned no such thing. Despite claiming to be “ministering” to the needs of all the faithful, he habitually neglected the needs of his own family. Serving the needs of others is really the furthest thing from his mind. Serving his own ambition is James’ true agenda.
How James Manipulates Jean

Jean is one of the most selfless, giving people I know. Perhaps she’s a bit too selfless. Her selfless devotion is James’ ticket to manipulate and exploit her. When she confronts him about the need to be more attentive to his family, he uses guilt-tripping and subtle shaming tactics to invite her to believe she’s asking for too much. Jean is from a dysfunctional family in which toxic shame and guilt abounded. So, it’s easy for her to accept invitations to feel ashamed or guilty.

James knows how to play the servant role better than most covert-aggressives I’ve encountered. It’s hard for Jean to reconcile her gut feeling that he’s being selfish and neglectful when many of his overt actions suggest he is so selflessly devoted to the ministry. Jean herself believes deeply in selfless devotion to duty. So, when James portrays himself as the servant, and casts Jean as the selfish and demanding one, Jean acquiesces.

Now the truest test of James’ character (indeed, anyone’s character) is how he pursues and uses power. James not only lusts for power to the detriment of his family but he abuses the power he’s acquired as the Lord’s spokesperson to quell the resistance he gets from his spouse. Although it’s often said that power corrupts, James is living proof that power itself doesn’t have the ability to corrupt a person’s character. It’s the already present flaw in James’ character that leads him to unscrupulously pursue power in the first place and abuse it once he has it. It’s the same character flaw that has let to the demise of several prominent TV evangelists in recent years. Power did not corrupt these people. It may have helped to make a bad situation worse. But these individuals’ unbridled pursuit and unscrupulous use of power are the hallmarks of their already severely disordered characters. They were power-hungry manipulators from the start.

In an attempt to bolster my argument that power itself does not corrupt, I offer the following. Consider the incredible degree of power that a parent has over a young child. For many years, parents literally hold the power of life or death over their children. Yet, with gratefully few exceptions, most parents wield this power with an incredible degree of trepidation and cautiousness. If merely having the power were in itself corrupting, none of our children would have a chance.

Now, it just so happens that more and more of James’ true character came to the fore as he gradually acquired power. Before long, little scrapes with certain influential members of the congregation were becoming increasingly frequent. The run-ins he had were always about the same thing—power! The majority would want to do something one way, and James would want to do things another way. For a while, he was successful using his preferred tactics of guilt-tripping, subtle shaming and rationalization as means to get his way. But the number of power struggles kept growing. Eventually, a group of concerned members of the congregation quietly petitioned for James’ reassignment. Jean finally got her wish. James was given back his former job. Sometimes the Lord does work in mysterious ways!
CHAPTER 4

The Pecchant for Deception and Seduction

Dealing with covert-aggressive personalities is like getting whiplash. Often, you really don't know what's hit you until long after the damage is done. If you've been involved in some way with one of these smooth operators you know how charming and disarming they can be. They are the masters of deception and seduction. They'll show you what you want to see and tell you what you want to hear. The following story is an example of a man who knows well how to charm and beguile anyone while retaining the capacity to cut out their heart.

The Story of Don and Al

Everybody loved Al. Since he'd appeared on the scene, sales were steadily increasing. Public relations were improving. What's more, morale had never been higher. Al was always so ready to compliment you and to make you feel needed. You got a feeling he really liked and appreciated you. You wanted to be on his team because you felt like he was on yours. Everybody liked Al.
Don wasn't sure at first. After many years in the business and working for all kinds of bosses, he'd become a little calloused. He sometimes felt uncomfortable around Al, even when Al paid him compliments or made those frequent offers of support. But he couldn't pinpoint why he felt uncomfortable. Besides, he couldn't deny how much Al had done for the company or how much loyalty he had inspired among the employees. He also couldn't deny how refreshing it was to feel as valued and supported as Al could make you feel. So, Don grew to like him, just like everyone else.

Don wasn't sure what to make of the rumor he heard one day that Al was planning to bring in a new person. He knew he was getting older and that he wasn't setting new sales records. But Al hadn't said anything to him except for his customary compliments. In fact, he'd just given him a certificate of commendation for his years of outstanding service. He decided that the best approach would be to ask Al if he was about to be fired. "I'm glad you care to see me, Don. I'd sure hate for you to think that I wouldn't speak to you myself if I were in any way dissatisfied with you. That's the way I operate. I can assure you that you'll be able to keep your job just as long as you want it." Don felt reassured. He also felt fairly ashamed and guilty for his prior suspicions and mistrust.

The day the new man started in the same department, Don didn't know what to believe. Although Jeff admitted he'd been recruited by Al, and although Al assigned him to work in the same area, Don wasn't sure about what Jeff's role would be. All he knew was that they would both be working on commission and that if Jeff were to be assigned half of his present accounts, as Jeff said Al promised him, it would put him in a big financial bind for some time to come.

Don was mad at Al. Worst of all, he was mad about things difficult to pinpoint. He wasn't really sure if the rumor was true that Al and Jeff had known each other for quite some time and had been discussing the job for months. Nor could he be sure that the deal was struck the same day that Al personally reassured him and awarded him that certificate of appreciation. Besides, he could find no evidence that Al had overtly lied to him. It was what Al didn't say that bothered him the most. He didn't tell him that he'd soon be asked to split his client pool with a new person "for the good of the company and its future," as Al explained to him later. Nor did Al indicate that he expected him, even at his age, to do his "usually fine job" of soliciting several new accounts in order to rebuild his client base. What made Don really mad, however, were Al's words of encouragement. "I still have a lot of confidence in your ability and wouldn't think of letting you go, just as I have told you before. I hope you can see your way to stay on, although I'll certainly understand if you feel you just have to go."

Don was faced with a difficult choice. He could stay on and start from scratch at a time of less than optimal health and stamina or he could take early retirement and try to make ends meet. He knew he wouldn't be able to make it on half of his usual commission. He also was becoming more sure that he'd been exploited. He began to believe Al didn't tell him anything so he wouldn't quit prematurely, upsetting the status of his accounts and potentially losing some of them. That might have cost the company money and tarnished Al's image as one of the company's "rising stars." What made matters worse for Don is how alone he felt. A lot of people still liked Al.

A Smooth Operator

We all know somebody just like Al. Undoubtedly clever and charming, he seduces others into giving him loyalty by appearing to support them. In truth, Al's only real interest is self-advancement. Al also lies. Maybe he doesn't lie
overtly, but he lies by omission (covertly) with ease. He wasn’t being completely honest when Don asked him about his future with the company. True, he didn’t have any plans to fire him, and was prepared to keep him on if he had to, but he did hope to “put the squeeze” on Don and hoped he’d eventually leave of his own accord. By refraining from overt lying, he preserved apparent integrity. Lying by omission, he more effectively carried out his dirty work.

Don will eventually be too big a burden on his company. Al could have been direct with him about that. But he wasn’t direct, and not out of concern for Don’s feelings but for personal advantage. The new man would need time to establish himself and Don could be invaluable in helping him learn the ropes. A negative reaction from Don’s accounts if he quit or was fired might tarnish Al’s glowing image. Plus, if Don resigns, while still being assured a job, Al can still preserve his image as a good guy. Such slick maneuvering is the hallmark of a covert-aggressive personality.

“Don” was never my patient, but I am intimately acquainted with his ordeal with Al. It just so happens that “Al” would later show himself for the character he truly is. He committed a felony for which he is presently serving time in prison. As successful as he’d been pulling the wool over everyone’s eyes for so long, he actually thought he’d get away with it. Fortunately, he didn’t. But this story should give you an idea of the serious flaws in his character present long before fate revealed the ruthlessness that Al had successfully cloaked for so long.

CHAPTER 5

Fighting Dirty

Some say that it’s dog-eat-dog in the business world and one has to claw one’s way to the top. But there’s a difference between the fair competition that breeds excellence and the crafty, underhanded maneuvering that sometimes wreaks havoc in the workplace. Having to work with a covertly aggressive co-worker can be a significant source of occupational stress.

The following is the story of a woman who never fights openly or fairly for what she wants. Neither her drive, ambition or desire for power or position are problems in themselves. Properly managed, these are desirable traits in anyone trying to get ahead in their organization and help their co-workers achieve excellence. The really disturbing thing about her is the devious way she goes about getting what she wants.

The Most Dedicated Woman in the Company

For a woman without prior training or experience in an executive position, everyone agreed that Betty was, nonetheless, one of the key people in the firm. Whenever the
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boss needed a special task accomplished, he could count on Betty’s willingness to work hard and get the job done. She was familiar with most operations within the organization, having survived several changes in administration. She was indispensable.

Despite her value to almost every department, not everyone felt comfortable around Betty. There was an uneasy feeling that one could experience whenever disagreeing with her. One of her co-workers once remarked that the one time he challenged Betty, he got a feeling in his gut like the time he came close to his neighbor’s fence and the Dachshund Pinscher on the other side growled and bared its teeth. No one could point to anything specific that Betty had done overtly cruel to anyone. But almost intuitively, everyone knew it would be unwise to make an enemy of her.

When Jack came on board as the new executive assistant, many in the organization had high hopes for some positive changes. Betty let the boss know that despite the fact that several others had failed in the role, she would do her best to help Jack “learn the ropes.” The boss expressed his usual gratitude for her willingness to be of service. He introduced Jack to Betty, letting him know that she could be his greatest resource and advising him to treat her well.

Betty was so helpful to Jack. She was frequently complimentary of him too, even though she knew that many of the changes he wanted to make wouldn’t work. She always made a point to tell the boss that she believed Jack had the best of intentions even if his ideas were “underdeveloped.” She even made it a point to tell her co-workers to “just give Jack time” to learn and to mellow and then they wouldn’t have to worry about some of the things he was trying to do. In the meantime, she assured everyone she would keep her usual watchful eye on things and be sure to keep the boss “informed” in her regular visits with him.

It was a bit of a surprise to Betty that some of her co-workers actually seemed to like some of the changes Jack
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was making. It was a bigger surprise, however, when the boss began to change the nature of some of his comments to her in their weekly meetings. He less frequently told her things like: “I don’t know what we’d ever do without you Betty” or “I’m glad you’re keeping an eye on things.” On the contrary, she began to hear things like: “I wasn’t sure about Jack’s idea at first but now it’s beginning to make some sense” and “It seems as though the workers are behind Jack’s new program—maybe we’ve found the right person for the job.” Perhaps, however, her biggest surprise was discovering she had less and less to do.

People were growing increasingly fond of Jack and Betty knew it. One day, while having lunch with the boss’s wife, she was surprised to learn just how personally attached to Jack her employer was becoming. She also learned some things about her boss that she didn’t know before. She found out how quirky and closed-minded he could be, like the time he fired a chauffeur after learning he was gay.

Betty would later tell a friend how much it pained her to approach her boss the next day. After all, she said, she didn’t really want to hurt Jack. She just thought that her boss would be better informed and the company better served if the whole truth about Jack were known. “I just want you to know that it’s the short-sighted plans he’s making that I disagree with sir. You know, I personally like Jack,” she insisted. “I know some of the others talk about it, but whatever his sexual orientation is doesn’t bother me at all.”

Jack was becoming increasingly distressed about the growing distance between himself and the boss. He couldn’t imagine why the rapport they’d established had so rapidly deteriorated. Due to decreased access to his supervisor, he became increasingly reliant upon Betty to provide him with information as well as to advocate his plans. She helped him see that the boss was becoming increasingly dissatisfied with some of his work but didn’t want to undergo the emotional ordeal that it would be to fire him. He was even
somewhat comforted by the fact that Betty went to the
trouble of giving him some leads about possible openings
at another firm.

Everyone was surprised the day that Jack left. Every-
one, that is, except Betty. She’d told herself several times
and tried to tell the others that he just wasn’t the right per-
son for the job. After all, she’d been there long enough to
know what’s best for the company. But she couldn’t spend
time worrying about Jack, or anyone else who might
attempt to take his place. She had lots of work to do.

Dirty Dealing

I am well aware of the stereotyping people do in the
workplace about the office “bitch” and the sexism inher-
ent in this most of the time. I’m also aware of the double
standard often applied when it comes to making value judg-
ments about men and women who exhibit any kind of
aggressive behavior. So, I know that examining Betty’s
aggressive character is fraught with potentially politically
incorrect danger. But I don’t really think the uncomfortable feeling you probably had when reading about Betty is
just because she is a woman who is being aggressive. It’s
the way Betty does what she does that gets to you. It’s her
dirty, underhanded way of fighting.

Two examples come to mind of prominent women with
forceful personalities: Barbara Bush and Nancy Reagan.
As First Lady, Barbara minced no words and took no guff.
Yet, people liked her and most certainly respected her.
 Conversely, many thought of Nancy as the “Dragon Lady.”
Could that be because she was so covertly aggressive?
Maybe we should ask Donald Regan.

What You Don’t Know Can Hurt You

Jack got manipulated out of a job largely because he
was so naive about territoriality in the competitive work-
place and how aggressive personalities protect their turf.
Although he’d been hired to fill the position of executive assistant (a position never formalized and never filled suc-
cessfully despite several prior attempts), someone was
already functioning in that role. From the first minute he
attempted to do what he was hired to do, Jack was encroach-
ing on territory Betty had already carved out for herself.
So, right from the beginning, Betty was “scoping out” his
vulnerabilities, looking for the most effective place to strike.

Because Jack didn’t recognize Betty’s personality type,
he didn’t anticipate the moves she was likely to make to
maintain power. He assumed that all of her ostensible efforts
to help and support him were sincere. Like so many, Jack
didn’t really understand that there are personality types very
different from his own. Not knowing how to recognize ei-
ther a wolf or a wolf in sheep’s clothing was his biggest
vulnerability. Jack has since learned to recognize such types.
Unfortunately, he had to learn about them the hard way.

Reactive Vs. Predatory Aggression

Betty’s distinctive “style” of getting her way and hang-
ing onto power illustrates a point about aggressive behavior that is all too often ignored by professionals. There are two
types of aggressive behavior, reactive and predatory. Re-
active aggression is an emotional response to a truly threatening situation. It’s not something we plan, it’s something we just do when we are frightened to death and there’s
nowhere to run. The whole character of reactive aggres-
sion is different from predatory aggression. I once attended
a workshop at which the presenter used an analogy I found
very useful to distinguish between these two types of ag-
gression. He pointed out that when a cat is truly threatened,
it exhibits certain stereotypic behaviors before it aggresses
out of fear. First, it arches its back. It may bare its teeth. It
may then growl. Its hair stands on end. Its emotions are
right on the surface. It focuses its eyes on its attacker and
does everything possible to openly and obviously signal its preparedness to aggress in the hope the attacker will back-off so it won’t have to aggress. The “enemy” always sees the potential attack coming and is given the chance to run.

Predatory aggression is very different. It’s not an instantaneous reaction; it’s a planned and deliberate initiative. It’s also not primarily prompted by fear, but rather fueled by desire. The mode of behavior is different, too. When a cat is on the prowl, it keeps low to the ground, hair undisturbed, is quiet and careful. It remains as calm and collected as possible as it prepares to pounce on its prey. The intended victim never sees what’s coming. If it does, it’s usually after it’s too late.

Popular wisdom would have it that Betty feared the loss of her job and “reacted” to the “threat” by getting rid of her enemy. But her behavior in the preceding story less resembles the startled cat and more resembles the cat on the prowl. As in all predatory aggression, Betty was not motivated by fear but by desire. Her appetite is for power and she is crafty, clever and cunning when it comes to getting and keeping it. She was low to the ground, calm, collected, quiet and never seen as threatening before she struck. Jack never saw it coming.

CHAPTER 6

The Impaired Conscience

Aggressive personalities don’t like anyone pushing them to do what they don’t want to do or stopping them from doing what they want to do. “No” is never an answer they accept. Because they so actively resist any constraints on their behavior or desires, they have trouble forming a healthy conscience.

Using the model introduced in Chapter 2, (see figure 5) we can conceptualize conscience as a self-imposed barrier to an unbridled pursuit of personal goals. It’s a person’s internal set of “brakes.” Aggressive personalities resist society’s exhortation to install these “brakes.” They tend
to fight the socialization process early on. If they’re not too aggressively predisposed, and if they can see some benefit in self-restraint, they may internalize some inhibitions. But generally, any conscience they do form is likely to be significantly impaired.

The conscience of covert-aggressives is impaired in several ways. By refraining from any overt acts of hostility towards others, they manage to convince themselves and others they’re not the ruthless people they are. They may observe the letter of a law but violate its spirit with ease. They may exhibit behavioral constraint when it’s in their best interest, but they resist truly submitting themselves to any higher authority or set of principles. Many people have asked me if I’m really sure that covert-aggressives are as calculating and conniving as I describe them. “Maybe they just can’t help it,” they tell me or “they must do these things unconsciously.” While some covert-aggressives are to some extent neurotic and therefore prone to deceiving themselves about their aggressive intentions, most of the covert-aggressives I’ve encountered have been primarily character disordered, striving primarily to conceal their true intentions and aggressive agendas from others. They may behave with civility and propriety when they’re closely scrutinized or vulnerable. But when they believe they’re immune from detection or retribution, it’s an entirely different story. The following case is an example.

**The Story of Mary Jane**

Mary Jane was just about to give up. It was bad enough that her husband left her for a younger woman and that she had to raise her son alone. Now she was on her eleventh job interview, following five weeks of “We’ll give you a call.” She was desperate and this time she made no attempt to hide it. “Mr. Jackson,” she pleaded, “if you hire me, I can promise you that I’ll work harder than anyone else you’ve ever met. I need this job in the worst way.”

When she started to work the next day, Mary Jane had more hope in her heart than she had in months. She was still feeling quite vulnerable, however. She had let Mr. Jackson know how desperate she was and never negotiated about starting salary or eventual opportunities for pay and position advancements. But Mr. Jackson knew she had little prior work experience and was still willing to give her a chance. As far as she was concerned, that spoke well for him.

On those days that Mary Jane felt uncomfortable around her boss, she kept in mind how important her job was to her immediate security as well as her future. Even though it unnerved her somewhat when he leaned over her shoulder so closely or stared at her so intently, she was able to pass it off and keep her attention on her priorities. It just seemed to be his style. He was always being “friendly” with the female staff. Besides, he was quite vocal about being happily married and seemed to enjoy bragging on his wife and children when they visited the office.

It was only after a year or so without a pay increase and under the pressure of mounting duties that Mary Jane began to think she should have a serious talk with her boss. She’d approached him before, of course. She knew he was correct when he pointed out to her that despite her good work at his company, she had no real marketable skills and was fortunate to have the opportunity that she did. He also reminded her of the many times that he offered to work out some “special” arrangements with her to do some extra work for additional compensation without other staff members knowing, thus eliminating the possibility of destructive jealousy among her co-workers. However, the idea of meeting over dinners and working at his out-of-town retreat was unsettling to her. She never expressed her discomfort to him directly because she didn’t want to offend him. Besides, she wasn’t sure she had any legitimate reason to feel uneasy.
One day, when she was working late and there was nobody else around, Mary Jane decided to confront Mr. Jackson. She felt she just had to express her concern over the increasing work demands and the fact that, unlike others, she’d never gotten a raise. Maybe it was just the fact that it was just herself and her boss in that big empty building, but Mr. Jackson’s whole demeanor seemed different. “I thought you were a sharp little gal,” he blurted. “If you were willing to play your cards right, you could have just about anything you want.” Mary Jane could feel the tension rising in her as she challenged him to be more specific. She expressed shock that he seemed to take no note of how much she had matured on the job and to what extent she had, with much dedication and gratitude, taken on increased responsibilities. “Don’t flatter yourself!” he retorted. “There are plenty of others here who know what side their bread is buttered on! Some of them have been much more cooperative and you can see how far that has gotten them! For an entire year now, I’ve been waiting for you to see the light.”

Mary Jane felt so used. She had also seen a glimpse of what she’d always suspected but could never prove. Now that she had proof, there were no witnesses! Moreover, she was in a real trap. She knew Mr. Jackson was right when he pointed out how important it was for her to get a good reference from her one and only employer should she have the audacity to leave. Although she felt ashamed of herself, she still needed his financial support so desperately that she couldn’t just walk out.

Manipulated and exploited, Mary Jane hated to see that smile on Mr. Jackson’s face as he made his daily cruise through the secretarial cubicles, making those occasional stops to share his photos of his son on the baseball team or show off the new ring he purchased for his wife’s birthday. It was that confident smile that finally made her quit. She just couldn’t take it any more.

---

**The Impaired Conscience**

**Getting Away with Murder**

Covert-aggressives exploit situations in which they are well aware of the vulnerability of their prey. They are often very selective about the kinds of people with whom they will associate or work. They are particularly adept at finding and keeping others in a one-down position. They relish being in positions of power over others. It’s my experience that how a person uses power is the most reliable test of their character. Mary Jane’s boss is undoubtedly character-disordered. He is a channeled-aggressive as well as covert-aggressive personality. Although he appeared to be the kind of a guy who would give a person a break, he is without a conscience. He counted on Mary Jane’s vulnerability to give him advantage. Believing that he was immune from detection and “punishment” for his behavior, he eventually allowed his true character to show.

**The Conscience But not the Record of a Sociopath**

Mr. Jackson has virtually no regard for the rights and needs of others. Some would be tempted to label him a sociopath. But he is not about the daily business of working against society. He has never broken any major laws and he is one of his community’s members who is actively (through his business enterprise) building a better society. By definition, therefore, he is not a sociopath. But we do need some labels to describe his callous disregard for others and his willingness to manipulate and exploit them. Mr. Jackson meets all of the criteria outlined in Chapter 1 for a channeled-aggressive and covert-aggressive personality.

**The Root of Mr. Jackson’s “Evil”**

There are those who suggest that people like Mr. Jackson are “evil.” But what is about him that makes him evil? Is he evil just because he is aggressive? Is aggression in itself a “sin?” Aggression toward others can cause pain and
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misery, so it’s tempting to think of it as evil. But not all of Mr. Jackson’s aggressiveness has resulted in pain toward others. His appropriately channeled aggression is responsible for the success of his business and the financial well-being of several employees. But Mr. Jackson has failed to fully “own” and responsibly restrain his aggressive tendencies. When it comes to getting what he wants from others, he places few limits on himself. He knows how to maintain appearances and he knows how to cover his tracks. He even knows how to protect himself if caught. So, the “evil” in Mr. Jackson is that although he knows how to look good, he has never made the commitment to be good by accepting need for and doing the hard work of disciplining his aggression.

One-Down Positions

There are times in everyone’s life when they are inescapably in a one-down position and ripe to be manipulated. Mary Jane might have spent more time evaluating the kind of person for whom she was going to work, but she really needed a job. She was in an unavoidable position of vulnerability and ripe for manipulation and exploitation. Her experience taught her some important things about the hazards of being in positions of vulnerability and the kinds of things to look for in the character of those who might easily take advantage of her when in such a position.

CHAPTER 7

Abusive, Manipulative Relationships

Covert-aggressives use a variety of ploys to keep their partners in a subordinate position in relationships. Of course, it takes two people to make a relationship work and each party must assume responsibility for their own behavior. But covert-aggressives are often so expert at exploiting the weaknesses and emotional insecurities of others that almost anyone can be duped. Persons in abusive relationships with covert-aggressives are often initially seduced by their smooth-talking, outwardly charming ways. By the time they realize their partner’s true character, they’ve usually put a significant emotional investment into trying to make the relationship work. This makes it very hard to simply walk away.

The Woman Who Couldn’t Walk Away

Janice felt guilty for what she was about to do. She’d been feeling guilty for a few days now. She was going to leave Bill. She had no plans to divorce him, but she wanted the time and the personal space to sort things out. She wasn’t sure why, exactly, but she felt that somehow she wouldn’t
be able to think clearly if she stayed in the same house with him. So, she decided to get away for a while. While she was out of town, visiting her sister, she realized just what a relief it was to be away from so many of the usual family conflicts. It wasn’t that she hated helping her twice-divorced daughter raise her fatherless child. It wasn’t that she wanted to abandon her son, who, after dropping out of college and getting fired from another job, needed a place to stay. But she always seemed to be giving, giving... giving, just to make himself work. Now, drained and tired, she needed to do something for herself. She was relieved, but, as always, feeling guilty.

Mostly, Janice was feeling guilty about leaving Bill. She’d heard him talk about the pressure he was under at work. And yes, he’d been drinking again, but not like in the past. Perhaps Bill had a point when he complained she hadn’t been giving him the attention and emotional support that he needed lately. Maybe she had been spending too much money at a time when they could least afford it, just as Bill said. But she didn’t feel much like supporting him in recent days because of the way he had been acting. She felt guilty about that, too.

Janice felt the most guilty when she thought about what might happen to Bill if she left for good. She’d tried to leave him several times before. It was always such a setback for his “recovery.” She learned all about chemical dependency from the times she pressured Bill to seek treatment in a 28-day program. But she saw some logic in Bill’s insistence that he didn’t need counseling, treatment, or A.A. meetings because, as he explained, his drinking was never excessive when things were going well at work, with the kids, and when she was supportive of him. Bill was right, she thought, to point out that he only “relapsed” into heavier drinking or did those things the drinking “causes” (i.e. the rages, philandering and cheating) during those times when she was thinking of walking out on him.

Despite her usual guilt, Janice was convinced that this time would be different. This time, Bill said he understood. He’d said that before, but now he was sounding more sincere. He told her that if she needed some time to herself that she should take it. After all, he still loved her. Bill told her not to worry that problems were mounting at work, that the kids were needing a lot of attention or that he had episodes of heavy drinking again. He understood that she needed to look after herself. Maybe, he told her, she would find herself missing him as much as he was already starting to miss her.

At first, with the ordeal of moving into an apartment and securing work, Janice barely had time to think about Bill or the kids. Bill didn’t call much at first, just as he said he wouldn’t. He explained that the only reason he’d been calling more frequently lately was because he knew she would want to know what was happening with the kids.

On his last call, Bill’s voice sounded shaky and his speech a little slurred as he told Janice not to worry about him, his temptations to drink or the possibility that he might be losing his job soon. He insisted he was handling the “deep pain” of their separation and the problems with their children as best as anyone could all by himself. Within a few weeks, Janice was feeling very guilty.

The day the call came from the hospital Janice was so confused. “An overdose?,” she asked herself. “How can I possibly feel angry about somebody taking an overdose?” Unsure about the legitimacy of her anger, she eventually became mired in her guilt and shame. After seeing Bill lying in that hospital bed with that tube pumping his stomach, it didn’t matter to her that the doctor said he hadn’t really taken enough of his pain pills to do himself any serious damage. She just looked at him, imagining the pain and anguish that must have “driven” him to do such a thing. Once again, she began to believe that she’d been too selfish.
Bill needed her, she thought. That made her feel good. It always made her feel so worthwhile to be needed. He reached for her hand. “I didn’t think you’d come,” he said, “but I’m glad you’re with me. For a while, I thought I couldn’t make it,” he added. “Now that you’re back, I’m sure I can.”

The Perfect Victim

When Janice got the call from the hospital, she initially felt angry. She didn’t understand why, however. Her gut was telling her she was being abused but Bill hadn’t done anything overtly cruel to her. So, she didn’t grant legitimacy to her feelings. Her anger was soon overshadowed by her customary feelings of guilt. As a result, she came to see Bill as only a victim and not a manipulator. As she goes back for more of the same, her guilt will pass but feelings of frustration and sadness will soon rise. It’s an endless, vicious cycle that she’s been through many times.

Bill uses the manipulative tactic of playing the victim role with consummate precision. He knows how to engender sympathy and invite others to feel like the bad guy for “deserting” him in his hour of need. And Janice has all of the right personality characteristics to fall for this tactic hook, line and sinker. She hates to think of herself as the bad guy. She doesn’t like to hurt anyone. In fact she’s one of those caretakers who’s much more concerned about everyone else’s welfare than her own. When she thinks she’s being selfish, she’s riddled with guilt and shame. So, when Bill combines the tactics of playing the victim with some guilt-tripping and shaming techniques, Janice is ready to take the fall.

Bill is also expert at externalizing the blame for his behavior. He asserts that he only cheats and has rages when he’s drinking and that he only drinks when Janice emotionally neglects him. He has the perfect scapegoat: Janice and booze. The only thing more destructive than the fact that Bill incessantly scapegoats is the fact that Janice often buys into this ploy.

The Slot Machine Syndrome

There’s a syndrome that can develop in abusive, manipulative relationships that prompts a victim to stay even when they’ve often thought about leaving. I call it the Slot Machine Syndrome. Anyone who’s played one of those “one-armed bandits” knows that it’s difficult to stop pulling the lever even when you’re losing pretty badly. There are primarily four reasons why anyone gets trapped in this syndrome:

First, there’s the appeal of the jackpot. People often jump at the chance to get a lot of something that’s very valuable to them for what initially appears a very small investment. Second, whether or not you will get anything for your efforts depends only on the degree to which you are willing to “respond” (behaviorists call this a ratio schedule of reinforcement). With a slot machine, you have to do a lot of “responding” (investing) to even have a chance at winning.

Third, every now and then, a “cherry” (or, some similar small jackpot) appears and you “win” a little something. This reinforces the idea that your investment is not for naught and that “winning” a larger payoff is really possible if you just keep investing.

Fourth, after you’ve been worn down by the machine’s “abuse” and are tempted to walk away, you’re faced with a most difficult dilemma. If you leave, you leave behind a substantial investment. You not only have to walk away from your “abuser,” but from a huge chunk of yourself. To disengage with nothing to show for your time and energy but a broken spirit is hard to do. You’re tempted to delude yourself by saying: “If I just put in one more dime...”

In the early days of their relationship, Bill was very attentive and flattering to Janice. To Janice, these were signs
that he really approved of her. She highly valued this apparent approval. Soon, however, it became clear that Janice would get few messages of approval and virtually no emotional support from Bill unless she invested a great deal of herself in tending to his wishes. Every now and then, when she was tending to all of his needs, he’d give her a little of the approval she wanted. Over the years she invested a lot of herself securing those tiny little “payoffs.” The syndrome left her with the illusion of control while she was being taken to the cleaners. But now that she’s invested so much, it’s very difficult for her to realistically consider walking away. Besides, if she does leave and admits that she’s made a big mistake for several years, she’s likely to feel ashamed of herself. Shame and guilt are very big issues for Janice and make it even more difficult for her to leave.

Aggressive Personalities in “Recovery”

The case of Janice and Bill and many subsequent similar cases have taught me that the central tenets of traditional “recovery” models designed to treat true chemical addiction are detrimental when applied to chemically abusing individuals with aggressive (or covert-aggressive) personality disorders. These models often prompt us to view an abusive and emotionally independent personality as a victim and as dependent. The traditional model would view Bill as chemically dependent and Janice as co-dependent. In recent years, zealous professional advocates have expanded the “co-dependency model” to include any and all types of interpersonal dependence. Within such an exaggerated framework, everyone is to some extent co-dependent. Now, there are cases of real dependency and co-dependency, but they are not as common as many claim. In many more troubled relationships, there is an emotionally independent, abusive party and another party who is insecure and struggling with excessive emotional dependence.

Bill is an actively-independent (aggressive) personality and a victimizer. Janice is not co-dependent but just plain dependent, and the ideal victim. Bill’s actively-independent coping style is reflected in just about everything he does. He has always worked for himself because he detests having to answer to anyone else. When he and his associates play golf, he always drives the cart. Despite what we might think about the long-term consequences of his drinking, he always intends to take very good care of himself.

He carefully set up a secret bank account to finance some of his “business trips” with his cohorts and maintains a hideaway for his escapades with a long list of female acquaintances. Although his tactic of playing the needy husband makes it appear as though he depends on Janice, his desire to keep her is largely pragmatic. He has substantial wealth and property and doesn’t want a fair divorce settlement. He would rather keep Janice in tow and do all of his philandering on the sly. Make no mistake, Bill is a very independent guy.

Now, a case can be made that chemical dependency is a free-standing condition that is unrelated to emotional independence or dependence. But my experience is that abusive personalities show similar patterns of behavior with all of the “objects” in their lives with which they have some kind of relationship, including their drugs of choice. Bill has never met the criteria for genuine chemical dependency (addiction). His drinking pattern is more the pattern of a cyclic substance abuser. Judging from the apparent evidence, Bill is both a substance and a people abuser.

It’s my experience (and the experience of a growing number of professionals) that people with aggressive personality disorders do poorly in treatments that view or treat them as dependent in any way. When Janice tried to force Bill into treatment in the past (he went to appease her) he was admitted to a typical addictive disorders unit at a local hospital. These chemical dependency treatment programs
based on a 12-step model of recovery are anathema to all aggressive personalities. To admit that they are in any way powerless challenges their deepest convictions. That they should submit their wills and the conduct of their lives to a higher power is truly aversive. To ask them to think of themselves as in any way dependent when all their lives they have prized their active interpersonal independence is unreasonable. If pressured into treatment, they may say all of the right things in order to get others off their backs but they rarely accept the central tenets of these types of programs in their hearts.

As is often the case with submissive personalities, Janice was initially attracted to Bill because his confident, independent style made her feel safe when she was with him. She never thought much of herself or her ability to take care of herself. Dependent upon someone else's approval and support for any sense of self-worth, she was chronically vulnerable to exploitation.

Janice more accurately fits the classical model of addiction. The central tenets of traditional recovery programs are tailor-made for her. With her sense of self-worth dependent on Bill's assertions that he values her, she is addicted to him. Moreover, she cannot give up what has become destructive to her because she has habituated to the painful aspects of the relationship and still gets some things out of it that she desperately needs. In her increasing tolerance it takes more and more abuse for her to experience enough pain to want to break the addiction. When she attempts to disengage, she experiences psychological withdrawal. Tolerance and withdrawal symptoms are the real features of a genuine addiction. People like Janice often do well in Al-Anon or in so-called "co-dependency" groups because unlike their abusive partners, their behavior patterns are very compatible with a dependency model and, as the model predicts, sometimes they hit an emotional bottom and want out of pain badly enough to take the "steps" necessary to "recover."

The Bottom Line in Abusive Relationships

An attendee at one of my workshops asked me why, if Bill wasn't at least to some degree co-dependent on Janice, he fought so hard to not lose her. My answer was that Bill, as an aggressive personality simply hates to lose. Losing means giving up a position of dominance and power. And in whatever relationship he is involved, Bill seeks to be on top and in control. In any abusive relationship, the other person is never the real object of the aggressor's desire, the position is. Every time Janice feels empowered enough to even think about leaving, the balance of power is upset. That's when Bill goes to war. He doesn't fight to keep the woman he loves, wants or needs. He fights to stay on top.
CHAPTER 8

The Manipulative Child

For many years professionals have focused on how children's fears and insecurities influence their personality development. But they haven't given much attention to how children learn to discipline and channel their aggressive instincts. It seems that when it comes to examining and dealing with the truth about why and how children fight, and how the degree of their aggressiveness shapes their personalities, professionals have exhibited a major case of denial.

Children naturally fight for what they want. Early in their social development they fight openly and often physically. For most children, this strategy proves unsuccessful. If their parents are skilled enough at discipline, their social environments benign enough, and if the children themselves are malleable enough, they learn to modulate their overtly aggressive tendencies. Most will then explore new strategies for winning life's battles. Along the way, many will discover the emotional "buttons" their parents and others possess that, when pressed, prompt them to back down or give ground in a conflict. They also learn the things that they can say or do (or fail to say or do) that will keep their
“opponents” in the dark, off balance or on the defensive. These children then learn to fight covertly.

As the result of many social factors (permissiveness, indulgence, abuse, neglect, and lack of accountability), it seems that there is an increasing number of overtly aggressive and covertly aggressive (manipulative) children these days. My perspective may be biased because about half of my work in recent years has been with emotionally and behaviorally disturbed children, adolescents and their families. However, I’m constantly impressed by the number of cases I see in which a child has managed to gain inordinate power in the family as a result of learning all too well the tactics of manipulation. The following story is based on one of these cases.

Amanda the Tyrannical Child

Jenny felt pretty nervous sitting in the waiting room. She was so worried about her daughter. Amanda’s words: “You must think I’m crazy, because only crazy people go to head-shrinks!” and “You’re always thinking bad things about me,” kept running through her mind. Worried about how Amanda might react to having to see yet another professional, Jenny came alone for the first visit.

“I’m very concerned about my daughter,” she explained. “She must have very low self-esteem.” Asked to explain further, she told about the time she took away extra-curricular activity privileges from Amanda unless she began turning in her homework. She remembered how Amanda sobbed and screamed: “You think I meant to forget it, that I’m stupid, and now you’re being mean to me. Everybody hates me, my teacher hates me and now you hate me, too!” and hid herself in her room. “I didn’t mean to hurt her feelings,” Jenny noted, “I’m sure she already feels bad enough about herself. I tried to tell her I was just trying to help her be more responsible about her work and that it was only her behavior I was upset about. But she wouldn’t even speak to me until I told her I’d hold off punishing her until I had a chance to talk with her teacher. That seemed to cheer her up a bit.”

Jenny related how there might be some truth to Amanda’s constant assertions that the teachers at school have it in for her. “She did have quite a reputation for a while, but Amanda’s really different now,” Jenny explained. “Until last year she was bigger than her brother, Joey, and for that matter, many of the kids at school. She used to hit Joey and bully him and was suspended for fighting on the school bus. Her father and I used to deal with her for that all of the time. But now the other kids have caught up to her and even though he’s younger, Joey’s undergone a growth spurt and is bigger than she is now. He doesn’t lord it over her, but Amanda doesn’t treat him the way she used to.”

Jenny shared her concern that Amanda must feel insecure and, therefore, overly sensitive to the things the kids at school say. She related how Amanda frequently tells her how the others pick on her and “make her mad,” and that the teachers are always singling her out as a behavior problem while never seeming to notice the others picking on her. Amanda told her about this several times.

“In some ways I think Amanda is as insecure and lacking in self-esteem as I was as a child,” Jenny pointed out. “I always got depressed when I didn’t get the support I needed, and one of the counselors we’ve seen in the past thought Amanda might be depressed.” Jenny told of the number of times that Amanda had threatened to run away from home, how she said she might as well be dead and how she wanted to go live with her father, because “he understands” her. “I think she feels helpless and depressed, don’t you? I think she’s felt that way ever since the divorce. Maybe I made a mistake divorcing Amanda’s father two years ago. I tried to understand his insecurities too, but I couldn’t take the beatings anymore. I want Amanda to be happy, and I don’t want her to hate me. Do you think
we can help her? We have to do something. Today, the principal called and threatened to suspend her. I begged him not to until I got her some help.”

A Bully by Any Other Name

Amanda doesn’t fight like she used to fight. She doesn’t have the physical size and strength advantage that she once had. But Amanda is still a fighter and quite a bully. Only the way she fights has changed. She has scoped out her mother’s weaknesses, and knows what tactics to use to bring Jenny to submission.

Like most people, Jenny can more readily recognize aggressive behavior when it’s open, direct and physical. In fact, she dealt much differently with her ex-husband and her daughter when they were fighting overtly. But because she doesn’t see the aggression in Amanda’s present behavior, she inadvertently enables it. As a result, Amanda is becoming quite the manipulator. Ironically, because Jenny can’t tell when Amanda is fighting and doesn’t know how to stand up to her, she’s being abused all over again.

I remember when Jenny first attempted to describe Amanda’s frequent verbal attacks. “I can’t say anything to her,” she complained, “she gets so defensive.” I asked, “Tell me what you mean when you say ‘defensive.’” “Well,” Jenny explained, “she starts shouting at me—telling me what a bad mother I am—threatening to do terrible things.” I commented inquisitively, “It’s interesting that you would describe these relentless verbal assaults as some kind of ‘defensive’ behavior. From what you’ve told me, it seems that whenever you ask something of Amanda she doesn’t want to do or observe something about her behavior you want her to change, she quickly goes on the offensive.” “I guess that’s a different way to look at it,” was Jenny’s reply. “But why would she go on the attack if she wasn’t feeling threatened?”

The Root of the Problem

As is all too common, Jenny’s been looking for the underlying causes of Amanda’s behavior. Based on the psychology she’s familiar with, she believes that some fear or insecurity must be at the root of Amanda’s problem. Apparently, when she was still married, she tried to find underlying reasons for her husband’s abusive behavior, too. Now, Amanda may be struggling with some fears and insecurities. She may even have some unresolved issues about her parents’ divorce. Maybe she’s still angry. Maybe she blames her mother. But all of the frustrations in her life that “invite” her to aggress are not the problem. Her personality has become the problem. She has begun to solidify a lifestyle of fighting too much and too underhandedly. She uses guilt-tripping, playing the victim, blaming others, and making veiled threats as ways to attack anyone in the way of what she wants.

Correctly Identifying Victim and Victorizer

In this story, Jenny wanted to “help” Amanda. But when they first came to see me, Amanda neither needed nor was she seeking help. She did need correction (i.e. corrective behavioral and emotional experience), but not help. Jenny was the real victim and desperately needed help. Amanda required much correction of her thinking and behavior patterns to bring her to the point where she recognized the need for, solicited and truly accepted any help.

Children aren’t equipped to handle a lot of power. They don’t have the emotional maturity or necessary life experience to wield power responsibly. Through her manipulative expertise, Amanda had corralled far too much power within her family. Empowering Jenny in her dealings with Amanda was crucial for restoring the mental and emotional health of both of them.
Some Important Words about Self-Esteem

Like many, Jenny assumed that Amanda might be suffering from low self-esteem. It’s hard for her to imagine how anyone could say the things Amanda said and not lack self-esteem. Even when her gut told her that Amanda was acting “too big for her britches,” she assumed it must be a compensation for feeling badly about herself.

Self-esteem is not a unipolar attribute. A person can just as easily have too much as too little self-esteem. And, a person who is acting “too big for their britches” is not always compensating for an underlying insecurity (neurotics sometimes are, but character-disordered individuals usually aren’t). Someone who has managed to corral inordinate power and thinks, from all immediate evidence, that they’re invincible can easily come to overly esteem themselves. This is especially true in Amanda’s case and reflected in her confident drive to usurp ever more power at home and in school.

The Difference Between Self-Esteem and Self-Respect

It’s important to make a distinction between the concepts of self-esteem and self-respect. Self-esteem is the estimate we make of our self worth based on an intuitive assessment of our innate talents, abilities and the success we’ve had at getting what we want in life. Individuals who know what they have going for themselves and are confident about their ability to get what they want can overly esteem themselves while never developing any legitimate self-respect. Self-respect can only arise out of a favorable retrospective assessment of one’s personal effort, commitment to socially desirable goals and, if luck would have it, achievement. To put it more simply, our sense of self-esteem derives from what we know we have, while our sense of self-respect derives from what we do with what we’ve been given.

Amanda’s sense of self-esteem is, no doubt, out of balance. Not viewing her mother, her teachers or any authority figures as forces to be respected, Amanda thinks entirely too much of herself. And, she thinks that she’s “winning” because she’s successful in using her talents to get her way. But because in the long-run, she is likely to develop a history of social failures, she will have a hard time developing self-respect.

Parents and others sometimes inadvertently reinforce the things that lead kids to overly esteem themselves. They praise them for their intelligence, their looks, their talents, in short, for all of the things for which the child cannot legitimately claim credit. That is, there is no acknowledgment of a higher power (i.e. nature, God, or whatever endowing entity you may choose to recognize) responsible for these fortunate “accidents” of birth. Further, parents will frequently praise children for achievement. This is okay if other things are taken into consideration, but frequently there is no recognition of the fortuitousness of circumstances and the opportunities that usually play a significant role in achievement.

Parents frequently fail to stroke their children for the one thing for which they can truly claim sole credit. That is, their willingness to work. “Sweat” alone is worthy of praise and it’s appreciation is essential to a healthy sense of self-respect. This is so important to remember. It’s not what people are given that we should praise, or what they manage to secure, but what they do with their talents and abilities and how hard they work to make an honest, responsible contribution to society. Unfortunately, I’ve met far too many young people who think a whole lot of themselves but have virtually no self-respect.

A Parent’s Biggest Fear

At a deeply unconscious level, many parents sense the active-independence some children possess. They know that
these kinds of children don't seem to need others in the ways most other children do. They also know that the more they push them, restrain them or try to limit them, the more the child threatens to pull away. So, sometimes parents fall into the trap of trying to appease such a child so as not to run the risk of losing them.

Ironically, once Jenny became more empowered in her dealings with Amanda, two important things happened. First, Amanda came to believe that there are entities in her life that are stronger, wiser and more capable than herself, gaining some much needed humility. Second, learning that it was sometimes in her best interest to accept guidance and direction from her mother, she found herself increasingly more dependent upon her. Her increased dependence is not the unhealthy overdependence of a dependent personality but a necessary counterbalancing of her former excessive independence. Jenny's increased empowerment didn't result in her worst fear coming true. One of her fondest dreams came true. Instead of losing a daughter, she gained one.
CHAPTER 9

Recognizing the Tactics of Manipulation and Control

Defense Mechanisms and Offensive Tactics

Almost everyone is familiar with the term defense mechanism. Defense mechanisms are the “automatic” (i.e. unconscious) mental behaviors all of us employ to protect or defend ourselves from the “threat” of some emotional pain. More specifically, ego defense mechanisms are mental behaviors we use to “defend” our self-images from “invitations” to feel ashamed or guilty about something. There are many different kinds of ego defenses and the more traditional (psychodynamic) theories of personality have always tended to distinguish the various personality types, at least in part, by the types of ego defenses they prefer to use.

One of the problems with psychodynamic approaches to understanding human behavior is that they tend to depict people as most always afraid of something and defending or protecting themselves in some way, even when they’re in the act of aggressing. Covert-aggressive personalities (indeed all aggressive personalities) use a variety of
mental behaviors and interpersonal maneuvers to help ensure they get what they want. Some of these behaviors have been traditionally thought of as defense mechanisms. While, from a certain perspective we might say someone engaging in these behaviors is defending their ego from any sense of shame or guilt, it's important to realize that at the time the aggressor is exhibiting these behaviors, he is not primarily defending (i.e. attempting to prevent some internally painful event from occurring), but rather fighting to maintain position, gain power and to remove any obstacles (both internal and external) in the way of getting what he wants. Seeing the aggressor as on the defensive in any sense is a set-up for victimization. Recognizing that they're primarily on the offensive mentally prepares a person for the decisive action they need to take in order to avoid being run over. Therefore, I think it's best to conceptualize many of the mental behaviors (no matter how "automatic" or "unconscious" they may appear) we often think of as defense mechanisms as offensive power tactics because aggressive personalities employ them primarily to manipulate, control and achieve dominance over others. Rather than trying to prevent something emotionally painful or dreadful from happening, anyone using these tactics is primarily trying to ensure that something they want to happen does indeed happen.

Using the vignettes presented in the previous chapters for illustration, let's take a look at the principal tactics covert-aggressive personalities use to ensure they get their way and maintain a position of power over their victims:

**Denial**—This is when the aggressor refuses to admit that they've done something harmful or hurtful when they clearly have. It's a way they lie (to themselves as well as others) about their aggressive intentions. This "Who... Me?" tactic is a way of "playing innocent," and invites the victim to feel unjustified in confronting the aggressor about the inap-
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concern. Joe wanted a daughter who got all A's. Mary stood in the way. Joe's denial was the tactic he used to remove Mary as an obstacle to what he wanted.

Selective Inattention—This tactic is similar to and sometimes mistaken for denial. It's when the aggressor "plays dumb," or acts oblivious. When engaging in this tactic, the aggressor actively ignores the warnings, pleas or wishes of others, and in general, refuses to pay attention to everything and anything that might distract them from pursuing their own agenda. Often, the aggressor knows full well what you want from him when he starts to exhibit this "I don’t want to hear it!" behavior. By using this tactic, the aggressor actively resists submitting himself to the tasks of paying attention to or refraining from the behavior you want him to change.

In the story of Jenny and Amanda, Jenny tried to tell Amanda she was losing privileges because she was behaving irresponsibly. But Amanda wouldn’t listen. Her teacher tried to tell her what she needed to do to improve her grades but she didn’t listen to them either. Actively listening to and heeding the suggestions of someone else are, among other things, acts of submission. And, as you may remember from the story, Amanda is not a girl who submits easily. Determined to let nothing stand in her way and convinced she could eventually “win” most of her power struggles with authority figures through manipulation, Amanda closed her ears. She didn’t see any need to listen. From her point of view, she would only have lost some power and control if she submitted herself to the guidance and direction offered by those whom she view as less powerful, clever and capable as herself.

Some children who have been labeled as having attention deficits are children who over-utilize selective attention as a manipulative device and a primary means of avoiding responsibility. These children show an incredible capacity to focus and maintain attention on any task or situation they find pleasurable, stimulating, or in other ways, desirable. Yet, whenever they’re asked to hear something they don’t really want to hear or do something they’d rather not do, they will redirect their attention to almost anything else.

One of the most consistently positive experiences I’ve had working with manipulative people (especially children) is how well they seem to respond to being confronted about and dealt with appropriately when they use the tactic of selective inattention. This is particularly true when they are sincerely and strongly reinforced for choosing to pay attention to or invest themselves in something they’d rather not bother with at all. Often, manipulative children are dragged into a therapist’s office by exasperated parents and they don’t really want to talk or listen. I let them experience the utter boredom and discomfort of not engaging with them at all (by not talking to them and not actively listening to them, etc.) unless they are making direct eye contact with me and paying very deliberate attention. When I come to a subject they don’t particularly like and they look away, I stop talking. When they turn back, make eye contact, and appear receptive, I resume. I call this technique selective speaking. A person making the effort to listen to what they’d rather not hear and to focus on topics they’d rather avoid altogether has earned my respect. I always try to acknowledge and thank them for really listening. Their sense of self-respect is always enhanced when they accept reinforcement for making this effort.

Rationalization—A rationalization is the excuse an aggressor tries to offer for engaging in an inappropriate or harmful behavior. It can be an effective tactic, especially when the explanation or justification the aggressor offers makes just enough sense that any reasonably conscientious person is likely to fall for it. It’s a powerful tactic because it not only serves to remove any internal resistance the aggressor might
have about doing what they want to do (quieting any qualms of conscience they might have) but also to keep others off their back. If the aggressor can convince you they’re justified in whatever they’re doing, then they’re freer to pursue their goals without interference.

In the story of little Lisa, Mary felt uneasy about the relentlessness with which Joe pursued his quest to make his daughter an obedient, all-A student once again. And, she was aware of Lisa’s expressed desire to pursue counseling as a means of addressing and perhaps solving some of her problems. Although she felt uneasy about Joe’s forcefulness and sensed the impact on her daughter, she allowed herself to become persuaded by his rationalizations that any concerned parent ought to know his daughter better than some relatively dispassionate outsider and that he was only doing his duty by doing as much as he possibly could to “help” his “little girl.”

When a manipulator really wants to make headway with their rationalizations they’ll be sure their excuses are combined with other effective tactics. For example, when Joe was “selling” Mary on the justification for shoving his agenda down everyone’s throat, he was also sending out subtle invitations for her to feel ashamed (Shaming her for not being as “concerned” a parent as he was) as well as to feel guilty (guilt-tripping her) for not being as conscientious as he was pretending to be.

**Diversion**—A moving target is hard to hit. When we try to pin a manipulator down or try to keep a discussion focused on a single issue or behavior we don’t like, they’re expert at knowing how to change the subject, dodge the issue or in some way throw us a curve. They use distraction and diversion techniques to keep the focus off their behavior, move us off-track, and keep themselves free to promote their self-serving hidden agendas.

In the story of Jenny and her daughter, Jenny asked Amanda about whether or not she had been turning in her homework. Rather than respond directly to the issue being addressed, Amanda diverted attention to her teacher’s and classmates’ treatment of her. Jenny allowed Amanda to steer her off track. She never got a straight answer to the question.

Another example of a diversion tactic can be found in the story of Don and Al. Al changed the subject when Don asked him if he had any plans to replace him. He focused on whether he was unhappy or not with Don’s sales performance—as if that’s what Don had asked him about in the first place. He never gave him a straight answer to a straight question (manipulators are notorious for this). He told him what he thought would make Don feel less anxious and would steer him away from pursuing the matter any further. Al left feeling like he’d gotten an answer but all he really got was the “runaround.”

Early in the current school year, I found it necessary to address my son’s irresponsibility about doing his homework by making a rule that he bring his books home every night. One time I asked: “Did you bring your books home today?” His response was: “Guess what, Dad. Instead of tomorrow, we’re not going to have our test until Friday.” My question was simple and direct. His answer was deliberately evasive and diversionary. He knew that if he answered the question directly and honestly, he would have received a consequence for failing to bring his books home. By using diversion (and also offering a rationalization) he was already fighting with me to avoid that consequence. Whenever someone is not responding directly to an issue, you can safely assume that for some reason, they’re trying to give you the slip.

**Lying**—It’s hard to tell when a person is lying at the time they’re doing it. Fortunately, there are times when the truth will out because circumstances don’t bear out somebody’s story. But there are times when you don’t know you’ve been deceived until it’s too late. One way to minimize the
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chances that someone will put one over on you is to re-
member that because aggressive personalities of all types
will generally stop at nothing to get what they want, you
can expect them to lie and cheat. Another thing to remem-
ber is that manipulators—covert-aggressive personalities
that they are—are prone to lie in subtle, covert ways. Some-
one was well aware of the many ways there are to lie when
they suggested that court oaths charge a person to tell “the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.” Manipu-
lators often lie by withholding a significant amount of the
truth from you or by distorting the truth. They are adept at
being vague when you ask them direct questions. This an
especially slick way of lying by omission. Keep this in mind
when dealing with a suspected wolf in sheep’s clothing.
Always seek and obtain specific, confirmable information
(this is addressed in more detail in the next chapter).

In the story of Al and Don, Al didn’t tell the whole truth
when Don inquired about the safety of his job. It was a
smooth, calculated omission and a damaging lie. Al may
have even considered that Don would eventually learn the
truth, but only after it was too late to thwart his plan.

Covert Intimidation—Aggressors frequently threaten
their victims to keep them anxious, apprehensive and in a
one-down position. Covert-aggressives intimidate their vic-
tims by making veiled (subtle, indirect or implied) threats.

In the story of Mary Jane, her boss was well aware of
how important it would be for her to get a good reference
from him in order to secure another job. His implied threat
to her was that he would foil her attempts to secure another
job if she dared to expose him. As she reflected on many of
her encounters with him during therapy sessions, Mary Jane
eventually recalled several times her boss was subtly threat-
ening. She realized it was probably no accident that he made
comments about “how hard it is these days to find work”
and how he was “always carefully considering the kind of

recommendation” he would give her whenever she ad-
ressed the issue of a raise or expressed the slightest
discomfort about some of his sexually perturbing behav-
ors. Because she really needed the work, Mary Jane was
in a definite one-down position. Her boss’s subtle threats
to place her in an even weaker position kept her securely
under his thumb.

Guilt-tripping—This is one of the covert-aggressive’s two
favorite weapons (the other is shaming). It’s a special kind
of intimidation tactic. One thing that aggressive personali-

ties know well is that other types of persons have very
different consciences than they do. Manipulators are often
skilled at using what they know to be the greater conscien-
tiousness of their victims as a means of keeping them in a
self-doubting, anxious, and submissive position. The more
conscientious the potential victim, the more effective guilt
is as a weapon.

In the story of Janice and Bill, Bill knows how readily
Janice feels guilty when she’s not investing most of her
time and energy tending to his and their children’s needs.
He used this knowledge to keep a hold on her when she
was thinking of leaving. He used some milder guilt-trip-
ping in his phone conversations when he mentioned how
the kids were doing or how lonely he was. When those
manipulations failed, he used the ultimate guilt-trip. What
conscientious caretaker could stand to think of themselves
as the cause of someone’s death?

Aggressive personalities of all types use guilt-tripping
so frequently and effectively as a manipulative tactic, that
I believe it illustrates how fundamentally different in char-
acter they are compared to other (especially neurotic)
personalities. All a manipulator has to do is suggest to the
conscientious person that they don’t care enough, are too
selfish, etc., and that person immediately starts to feel bad.
On the contrary, a conscientious person might try until
they’re blue in the face to get a manipulator (or any other aggressive personality) to feel badly about a hurtful behavior, acknowledge responsibility, or admit wrongdoing, to absolutely no avail.

Shaming—This is the technique of using subtle sarcasm and put-downs as a means of increasing fear and self-doubt in others. Covert-aggressives use this tactic to make others feel inadequate or unworthy, and therefore, defer to them. It’s an effective way to foster a continued sense of personal inadequacy in the weaker party, thereby allowing an aggressor to maintain a position of dominance.

When Joe loudly proclaimed any “good” parent would do just as he was doing to help Lisa, he subtly implied Mary would be a “bad” parent if she didn’t attempt to do the same. He “invited” her to feel ashamed of herself. The tactic was effective. Mary eventually felt ashamed for taking a position that made it appear she didn’t care enough about her own daughter. Even more doubtful of her worth as a person and a parent, Mary deferred to Joe, thus enabling him to retain a position of dominance over her.

Covert-aggressives are expert at using shaming tactics in the most subtle ways. Sometimes it can just be in the glances they give or the tone of voice they use. Using rhetorical comments, subtle sarcasm and other techniques, they can invite you to feel ashamed of yourself for even daring to challenge them. I remember how Joe tried to shame me when I considered accepting the educational assessment performed by Lisa’s school. He said something like: “I’m not sure what kind of doctor you are or just what kind of credentials you have, but I’m sure you’d agree that a youngster’s grades wouldn’t slip as much as Lisa’s for no reason. You couldn’t be entirely certain she didn’t have a learning disability unless you did some testing, could you?” With those words, he “invited” me to feel ashamed of myself for not at least considering doing just as he asked. If I
didn’t have a suspicion about what he was up to, I might have accepted this invitation without a second thought.

Playing the Victim Role—This tactic involves portraying oneself as an innocent victim of circumstance or someone else’s behavior in order to gain sympathy, evoke compassion and thereby get something from another. One thing that covert-aggressive personalities count on is the fact that less calloused and hostile personalities usually can’t stand to see anyone suffering. Therefore, the tactic is simple. Convince your victim you’re suffering in some way, and they’ll try to relieve your distress. Could anyone be better at this tactic than Bill in the story of Janice and Bill? None of the other tactics Bill tried enticed Janice to come back. But lying in a hospital bed, apparently emotionally bruised and desperate was more than Janice could bear.

In the story of Amanda and Jenny, Amanda was good at playing the victim role, too. She had her mother believing that she (Amanda) was the victim of extremely unfair treatment and the target of unwarranted hostility. I remember Jenny telling me: “Sometimes I think Amanda’s wrong when she says her teacher hates her and I hate her. But what if that’s what she really believes? Can I afford to be so firm with her if she believes in her heart that I hate her?” I remember telling Jenny: “Whether Amanda has come to believe her own distortions is almost irrelevant. She manipulates you because you believe that she believes it and allow that supposed belief to serve as an excuse for her undisciplined aggression.”

Vilifying the Victim—This tactic is frequently used in conjunction with the tactic of playing the victim role. The aggressor uses this tactic to make it appear he is only responding (i.e. defending himself against) aggression on the part of the victim. It enables the aggressor to better put the victim on the defensive.
In Sheep's Clothing

Returning again to the story of Jenny and Amanda, when Amanda accuses her mother of “hating” her and “always saying mean things” to her, she not only invites Jenny to feel the “bully,” but simultaneously succeeds in “bullying” Jenny into backing off. More than any other, the tactic of vilifying the victim is a powerful means of putting someone unconsciously on the defensive while simultaneously masking the aggressive intent and behavior of the person using the tactic.

Playing the Servant Role—Covert-aggressives use this tactic to cloak their self-serving agendas in the guise of service to a more noble cause. It’s a common tactic but difficult to recognize. By pretending to be working hard on someone else’s behalf, covert-aggressives conceal their own ambition, desire for power, and quest for a position of dominance over others.

In the story of James (the minister) and Jean, James appeared to many to be the tireless servant. He attended more activities than he needed to attend and did so eagerly. But if devoted service to those who needed him was his aim, how does one explain the degree to which James habitually neglected his family? As an aggressive personality, James submits himself to no one. The only master he serves is his own ambition.

Not only was playing the servant role an effective tactic for James, but also it’s the cornerstone upon which corrupt ministerial empires of all types are built. A good example comes to mind in the recent true story of a well-known televangelist who locked himself up in a room in a purported display of “obedience” and “service” to God. He even portrayed himself as a willing sacrificial lamb who was prepared to be “taken by God” if he didn’t do the Almighty’s bidding and raise eight million dollars. He claimed he was a humble servant, merely heeding the Lord’s will. He was really fighting to save his substantial material empire.

Recognizing the Tactics of Manipulation and Control

Another recent scandal involving a tele-evangelist resulted in his church’s governance body censuring him for one year. But he told his congregation he couldn’t stop his ministry because he had to be faithful to the Lord’s will (God supposedly talked to him and told him not to quit). This minister was clearly being defiant of his church’s established authority. Yet, he presented himself as a person being humbly submissive to the “highest” authority. One hallmark characteristic of covert-aggressive personalities is loudly professing subservience while fighting for dominance.

Seduction—Covert-aggressive personalities are adept at charming, praising, flattering or overtly supporting others in order to get them to lower their defenses and surrender their trust and loyalty. Covert-aggressives are also particularly aware that people who are to some extent emotionally needy and dependent (and that includes most people who aren’t character-disordered) want approval, reassurance, and a sense of being valued and needed more than anything. Appearing to be attentive to these needs can be a manipulator’s ticket to incredible power over others. Shady “gurus” like Jim Jones and David Koresh seemed to have refined this tactic to an art.

In the story of Al and Don, Al is the consummate seducer. He melts any resistance you might have to giving him your loyalty and confidence. He does this by giving you what he knows you need most. He knows you want to feel valued and important. So, he often tells you that you are. You don’t find out how unimportant you really are to him until you turn out to be in his way.

Projecting the blame (blaming others)—Aggressive personalities are always looking for a way to shift the blame for their aggressive behavior. Covert-aggressives are not only skilled at finding scapegoats, they’re expert at doing so in subtle, hard to detect ways.
In the case of Janice and Bill, Bill abusively drinks. Not only that, he knows—based on a long, long history—that when he drinks he becomes quite abusive in other ways. When Janice calls these things to his attention, he doesn’t challenge her outright. He does, however, carefully “point out” how he only starts drinking when he’s feeling “unsupported” by her and that he doesn’t do the things she complains about unless he’s been drinking. He doesn’t say so directly, but Bill blames Janice and alcohol for his abusive behavior. His willingness to blame her for his abusive behavior is, in itself, an abusive act. This is further illustration that at the very moment aggressive personalities are engaging in the use of this or any other of the offensive tactics I’ve been discussing, they are in the act of aggressing.

Minimization—This tactic is a unique kind of denial coupled with rationalization. When using this maneuver, the aggressor attempting to assert their abusive behavior isn’t really as harmful or irresponsible as someone else may be claiming. It’s the aggressor’s attempt to make a molehill out of a mountain.

In the story of Janice and Bill, Bill minimized his substance use problem by insisting binges occurred only when he was very stressed or feeling unsupported by Janice. Janice initially bought into this minimization, saying to herself that because his drinking wasn’t always unbearable, his substance use pattern wasn’t “that bad.”

I’ve presented the principal tactics that covert-aggressives use to manipulate and control others. They are not always easy to recognize. Although all aggressive personalities tend to use these tactics, covert-aggressives generally use them slickly, subtly and adeptly. Anyone dealing with a covertly aggressive person will need to heighten gut-level sensitivity to the use of these tactics if they’re to avoid being taken in by them.

CHAPTER 10
Redefining the Terms of Engagement

In any human interaction, the aggressor sets the rules. This is the most fundamental rule of engagement. Once attacked, weakened in position, or on the run, any victim of aggression (including covert-aggression) is always scrambling to establish a more favorable balance of power. It’s hard to deal effectively with anybody when you start out in a one-down position.

Anyone wanting to avoid being victimized by covert-aggression must redefine the terms of engagement with a would-be manipulator. To do this effectively, one must: 1. be free of any harmful misconceptions about human nature and behavior, 2. know how to correctly assess the character of others, 3. heighten self-awareness, paying special attention to aspects of one’s own character that increase vulnerability to manipulation, 4. correctly recognize and label the tactics of manipulation and respond to them appropriately, 5. avoid fighting losing battles, and 6. know how to maintain a position of power and strength in interpersonal relationships.
Letting Go of Harmful Misconceptions

Covertly aggressive people are generally so good at their craft they don’t need our help in pulling the wool over our eyes. But many of our preconceptions about human nature set us up to be manipulated and exploited. The most significant misconception is the belief that everyone is basically the same. Aggressive personalities are very different from most of us. They don’t think like we do or share our worldview. They’re also not influenced or motivated by the same things. In fact, much of what we’ve been taught about why and how most people behave doesn’t apply to aggressive personalities.

Becoming a Better Judge of Character

Anyone wanting to reliably avoid victimization needs to identify the people in their life with aggressive and covertly aggressive personality traits. Now, it’s not necessary to perform a sophisticated clinical analysis in order to get a feel for someone’s basic character. In the parable from which the title of this book is taken, Jesus says “by their fruits you shall know them” (or, “if it walks and talks like a duck, . . . The manner by which they habitually interact with others defines aggressive and covert-aggressive personalities. So, if you’re dealing with a person who always pushes to have their way, who always has to “win,” always wants the upper hand, won’t take “no” for an answer, etc., you can safely assume that you’re dealing with a predominantly aggressive personality. If you’re dealing with a person who rarely gives you a straight answer to a straight question, is always making excuses for doing hurtful things, tries to make you feel guilty, tries to throw you on the defensive, etc. (i.e. uses the tactics of manipulation and control), you can assume you’re dealing with a covertly aggressive personality.

Knowing Yourself Better

Any manipulator’s real leverage is in knowing the character of his victim well enough to know how they will likely respond to the tactics he uses. He may know the victim will give him the benefit of the doubt, buy his excuses, be hesitant to ascribe evil intention, etc. He may know how conscientious the victim is and how effective shame and guilt will be in getting the victim to back down. Manipulators generally take the time to scope out the characteristics and weaknesses of their victims.

If a manipulator gains leverage by what they know about you, it only stands to reason that the more you know about yourself and the more you work to overcome your own vulnerabilities, the more leverage you gain in your dealings with them. In examining your own character, here are some important things to look for:

1. Naivete. You may be one of those who finds it too hard to accept there really are people as cunning, devious, and ruthless as your gut tells you the manipulator in your life is. That is, you may even be prone to engage in “neurotic” denial. If you are, even when you’re confronted with abundant evidence you’re dealing with a ruthless conniver, you may refuse to believe it, reluctantly accepting reality only after being victimized over and over again.

2. Over-conscientiousness. Ask yourself if you’re one of those people who is much harder on themselves than anybody else. You might be the kind of person who is too willing to give a would-be manipulator the benefit of the doubt. When they do something to hurt you, you may too ready to see their side of things and too willing to blame yourself when they go on the attack.
3. Low self-confidence. You may be one of those persons who is overly self-doubting and chronically unsure of your right to pursue your legitimate wants and needs. You may lack confidence about your ability to face conflicts directly and resolve them effectively. If so, you’re likely to quit fighting (assertively) prematurely and also likely to go on the defensive when challenged by an aggressive personality.

4. Over intellectualization. You may be one of those who tries too hard to understand. If you’re also one who assumes that people only do hurtful things when there’s some legitimate, understandable reason, you might delude yourself into believing that uncovering and understanding all the reasons for your manipulator’s behavior will be sufficient to make things different. Sometimes, by being overly focused on the possible reasons for a behavior, you may inadvertently excuse it. Other times, you might get so wrapped-up in trying to understand what’s going on that you forget that someone is merely fighting to gain advantage over you and that you should be devoting your time and energy to taking necessary steps to protect and empower yourself. If you’re an over-intellectualizer, you’ll likely have trouble accepting the simple philosophy that there are people in this world who fight too much and quite undeservedly for no other purpose than to get what they want.

5. Emotional dependency. You may have submissive personality characteristics and harbor deep fears of independence and autonomy. So, you might be the type to be attracted to the more confident-appearing, independent, aggressive personalities in the first place. After becoming involved in a relationship with them, you may also tend to let such people run over you out of fear that if you stand up to them you may be “abandoned” altogether. The more emotionally dependent you are on another, the more vulnerable you are to being exploited and manipulated.

Even if you’re not in some kind of relationship with a manipulator, recognizing and working to overcome any of the aforementioned character defects is a worthwhile enterprise. But if you are in a relationship with a manipulative person, not doing so places you at high risk for victimization.

Knowing What To Expect and What To Do

You can expect manipulators to throw at you whatever it takes to gain advantage over you. Know all of the tactics by heart. Label them immediately when you encounter them. Regardless of the kinds of tactics a manipulator is using, remember this fundamental rule: Don’t be swayed by the tactics themselves. Reinforce the idea in your mind that the manipulator is merely fighting for something. Then, respond solely on the basis of what you legitimately want or need. Don’t react instinctively and defensively to what they’re doing. Take your own independent, assertive stand.

A mother recently told me how much a fool she felt after her son manipulated her into backing down on some consequences she set for his irresponsible behavior in school. When he said “I just can’t take it anymore” and “Maybe, I should just go away” (playing the victim role, making a veiled threat), she thought to herself “He’s hurting worse than I thought. Maybe I’m making his problems worse. Am I the bad guy? Maybe I need to back off.” She didn’t think: “He’s fighting with me now to keep his free-
dom. He’s pretending to be the one being hurt and trying to frighten me.”

Avoiding Fighting Losing Battles

People who are frequently victimized by manipulators tend to be too confused, frustrated and depressed to think clearly or act rationally. The depression they experience results from the same behavior that I believe is a significant factor in most depressions. That is, whenever we persist at fighting a battle we can’t possibly win, a sense of powerlessness and hopelessness ensues that eventually results in depression. The “losing battle” manipulation victims often fight is trying to make the manipulator change. They get caught in the trap of constantly trying to figure out just what to say or do to get their manipulator to behave differently. They invest considerable energy trying to make something happen they haven’t the power to make happen. Fighting this losing battle inevitably breeds anger, frustration, a sense of helplessness, and eventually, depression. Once depressed, manipulation victims don’t have the presence of mind or the energy it takes to stand up for themselves.

Put Your Energy Where the Power Is

As previously mentioned, because no one has the power to change the behavior of another, investing time and energy trying to get someone else to change is fighting a losing battle. Making headway in conflicts with aggressive and covertly aggressive personalities (or, for that matter, any personality) can only happen when we’re willing to invest our time and energy where we have unquestionable power—our own behavior. Besides, investing yourself in something in which you will necessarily experience success is exhilarating and confidence-building.

It’s hard for some people to accept the notion that they must take on the burden of changing their own behavior in order to improve their relationship with a manipulator. Generally speaking, people who’ve suffered a great deal at the hands of a covertly aggressive person are emotionally drained and have lot of anger toward them. They don’t relish the thought that it’s they themselves who have to change. They want the manipulator to work for a change and they want them to “pay” for their misbehavior. Only when they begin to experience the first small victories that come from conducting themselves in more effective ways, do they begin to value the principle of investing themselves in the only arena in which they have absolute power—their own behavior.

Conducting oneself in relationships with covertly aggressive people is never easy business. But there are some general rules that, if followed, can make life with them a whole lot easier. I call them tools of personal empowerment because they can help anybody maintain a position of greater strength in their interpersonal relationships. They are:

Accept no excuses. Don’t buy into any of the many reasons (rationalizations) someone may offer for aggressive or covertly aggressive behavior. If someone’s behavior is inappropriate, the rationale they offer is irrelevant. The ends never justify the means. So, no matter how much an “explanation” for an inappropriate behavior seems to make sense, don’t accept it. Always remember that the person offering an excuse is trying to maintain a position from which they should be backing away. From the very moment they start “explaining,” they are resisting submitting to you and fighting to bring you to submission.

Confront inappropriate behavior directly and label it for what it is. Let the manipulator know that although you respect their right to fight hard to convince you to condone
their behavior, you will not be influenced by nor will you accept any excuses they offer.

In the story of Mary and Joe, Mary really believed in her heart that Joe’s excessive demandingness was a problem. Yet, she was too wrapped up in his rationalizations and his subtle shaming and guilt-tripping to confront him on it directly. Eventually, she stood up to him. Mary eventually told Joe something like: “Joe, I think you’re asking too much of Lisa and I think it’s cruel. I’m not supporting you on this any longer. It doesn’t matter to me that you say you have good reasons for acting like you’ve been acting. In my opinion, you’ve gone too far.”

In confronting Joe about his inflexibility and ruthlessness, Mary had appropriately labeled Joe’s behavior as aggressive and harmful. By dismissing his “explanations” as irrelevant, she kept the focus on his inappropriate behavior. Keeping the issues clear, and not being swayed by the tactic of rationalization helped Mary to become more certain and assertive about her own position.

**Judge actions, not intentions.** Never try to “mind-read” or second-guess why somebody is doing something, especially when they’re doing something inappropriate. There’s no way for you to really know, and in the end, it’s irrelevant. Getting caught up in what might be going on in an aggressor’s mind is a good way to get sidetracked from the really pertinent issue. Judge the behavior itself. If what a person does is harmful in some way, pay attention to and deal with that issue.

When Jenny, from the story of Jenny and Amanda, first came to see me, she was always trying to figure out what Amanda meant or intended whenever her behavior was out of line. This was especially true when it came to Amanda’s verbally assaultive behavior. I remember Jenny telling me: “When Amanda hollers at me and tells me she hates me, I don’t think she really means to hurt me. I think she means she’s hurting because she misses her daddy and there’s no one else that she can dump her feelings on.” Now even though there turned out to be some truth in what Jenny said, it was irrelevant to the issue of Amanda’s escalating pattern of overt and covert aggression. Jenny had inadvertently reinforced the notion that it was okay for Amanda to brow-beat others into submission whenever there was something she wanted from them. Furthermore, by focusing her attention on whatever she speculated were Amanda’s underlying intentions, Jenny failed to see Amanda as primarily aggressive against her. Failing to see the aggression in the tactics of another is always how one gets manipulated. Amanda and her mother eventually addressed and worked through many of the relevant issues Jenny speculated about. But that only happened after Amanda’s pattern of undisciplined aggression was more firmly under control.

**Be honest with yourself.** Know and “own” your own agendas. Be sure of what your real needs and desires in any situation are. It’s bad enough that you can never be sure what a manipulator up to. But deceiving yourself about your own wants and needs can put you in double jeopardy.

In the story of Janice and Bill, Janice’s greatest needs are to feel valued and respected. These are the things that really drive her. And, having little or no respect for herself, she counts on the messages of approval she gets from others for her sense of self-worth. So, when Bill tells her he needs her, her kids need her, etc., she is easily manipulated. Bill knows how to play Janice like a violin. All he has to do is sound the note of “approval” and she responds.

In therapy, Janice became more aware of how much she needed approval. She also came to see how by constantly looking to others, especially Bill, for that sense of approval, she denied herself opportunities to develop self-respect. Many times, she ended up doing things to get or keep Bill’s approval that she couldn’t possibly be proud of afterward.
There was the time she went back to him after catching him philandering. This was after he told her how much more she meant to him than anybody else and if she'd pay more attention to him he'd never have to go looking elsewhere. Another time she denied herself the opportunity to finish her higher education because he told her that even with the kids grown, it meant so much to him to have a “full time” wife and household manager. By the end of therapy, she realized that her behavior was a vicious circle of self-defeat. Constantly doing things that made her hate herself only increased her need for approval. She finally saw that Bill was attuned to this need and manipulated her over the years by appearing to give her approval whenever she did what he wanted her to do.

Set personal limits. Becoming more empowered in interpersonal interactions necessarily involves setting two kinds of limits on behavior. First, you must decide what kinds of behavior you’ll tolerate from another before taking some counter-action or deciding to disengage. Second, you must decide what kind action you’re both willing and able to take in order to take better care of yourself.

In the story of Jean and James, Jean often felt like telling James she wouldn’t continue to tolerate his neglect of his family, but she didn’t. Not only didn’t she set any reasonable limits of for his behavior, but she also failed to set reasonable limits on her own. That is, she didn’t make a decision about just how much of the inordinate burden for tending to the family’s needs she was willing to continue taking upon herself. Jean eventually did set some limits on both counts. Even though fate lent a hand and James was transferred back to a less demanding post, Jean let James know she wouldn’t support any future effort on his part to secure a position in the church’s hierarchy unless he were clearly fulfilling his responsibilities as a husband and fa-

ther. She also made it clear she would never again be manipulated into bearing a disproportionate share of the obligation of nurturing their marriage and family life.

Make direct requests. When asking for things, be clear about what you want. Use “I” statements. Avoid generalities. Be specific about what it is you dislike, expect or want from the other person. Use phrases like: “I want you to . . .” or “I don’t want you to . . . anymore.”

In the story of Janice and Bill, Janice wanted some solitary time to get in touch with her feelings and evaluate the state of her marriage. But she didn’t tell Bill exactly what she wanted from him. She might have said: “I want to have four weeks to be alone. I don’t want you to call me at all during that time. Call my mother if there are any real emergencies.”

Making requests specific has two payoffs. First, it gives a manipulator little room to distort what it is you want or expect from them. Second, if you don’t get a direct, reasonable response to a direct, reasonable request, you already know that the manipulator is fighting with you, plans not to cooperate, or is looking for some way to thwart you. This gives you valuable information for planning your next move.

Request direct responses. Whenever you don’t get a clear, direct, to-the-point answer, ask again. Don’t do this in a hostile or threatening way, but respectfully assert the issue you raised is important and deserves to be forthrightly addressed.

In the story of Don and Al, Don meant to learn if there were any truth at all to the rumor that a new person would be coming on board who might pose a threat to his job security. But Don didn’t directly and specifically address all the issues that concerned him and he didn’t insist on direct responses from Al. For example, if he had asked Al
directly if a new person were coming on board, anything short of a “yes” or “no” answer would have been a signal that for some reason, AI wanted to avoid the issue. Most direct, appropriate questions can be answered with a simple direct answer. If you get more than that, less than that, or something completely foreign to that, you can assume, at least to some degree, someone is trying to manipulate you.

When confronting aggressive behavior, keep the weight of responsibility on the aggressor. If you’re confronting an aggressor about some inappropriate behavior, keep the focus on whatever they did to injure, no matter what diversionary tactics they might use to keep you off base. Ask what they will do to correct their behavior. Despite what kinds of curves they’ll try and throw you, or what rationalizations they might come up with, don’t let them sidestep the issue. Don’t accept their attempts to shift blame or responsibility. If they don’t respond directly to the issue you raise, done hesitate to address it again. This needs to be done without subtle shaming, hostility, or provocation on your part. Just keep the focus on the behavior the aggressor needs to change.

For example, Jean might have confronted James directly about his neglect of his family. She might have said something like: “James, I want you to tell me what you’re willing to do to better balance your investment in your career and your duty to this family.” If James dodges the issue, or uses any of his favorite tactics, she should just come right back to the issue and focus on getting a commitment from him about what he will do to remedy the problem.

When you confront, avoid sarcasm, hostility, and put-downs. Aggressive personalities are always looking for an excuse to go to war. So, they will perceive any “attack” on their self-image as precisely the justification they need. Attacking their character “invites” them to use their favorite offensive tactics such as denial, selective inattention or blaming others. Don’t back away from necessary confrontation, but be sure to confront in a manner that is up-front, yet non-aggressive. Focus only on the inappropriate behavior of the aggressor. Confronting without maligning or denigrating is not only an art but also a necessary skill in dealing effectively with manipulators.

Avoid making threats. Making threats is always an attempt to manipulate others into changing their behavior while avoiding making assertive changes for oneself. Never threaten. Just take action. Be careful not to counter-aggress. Just do what you really need to protect yourself and secure your own needs.

Janice threatened to leave Bill several times. She did this less because she really intended to take action and more because she hoped the “threat” of leaving would shake Bill up enough that he might change. But Bill eventually came to expect these threats and began to discount the sincerity of them. Whenever he felt really threatened, he made counter-threats of his own in his typically subtle, covert ways. He was even willing to “threaten” suicide in response to Janice’s apparently more serious threat of separation. In the end, his threat was the strongest and Janice gave in.

Speak for yourself. Use “I” statements and don’t portend to speak for anyone else. Besides, using others as a “shield” broadcasts your insecurity. Deal with your “opponent” on a one-to-one basis. Have the courage to stand up for what you want openly and directly.

In the story of James the minister, Jean felt more comfortable pleading the case for support of her children with James than she did asking for what she needed for herself. By using her children as a shield she was also sending a message about her hesitancy to stand up for herself. It was
precisely because James was aware of Jean’s fear to assert her own needs that he knew he could manipulate her through his constant guilt-tripping and shaming.

Stay in the here and now. Focus on the issues at hand. Don’t bring up past issues or speculate about the future. Don’t let the diversionary tactics of the aggressor steer you away from what the aggressor is doing at the moment that is wrong.

Once, in my office, Jenny confronted Amanda about the abusive way she was talking to her. Amanda quickly brought up how Jenny had treated her badly just the other day. Not knowing what Amanda was talking about, and making the common mistake that Amanda’s assertion made and difference whatsoever, Jenny got sidetracked into a discussion of what she might have done or said the day before that upset Amanda.

The time did come, however, when Jenny was able to confront Amanda about her behavior at the very moment it occurred and to stay focused on the issue until it was resolved. One time, after Amanda had snapped at her mother, Jenny said “Amanda, I won’t continue talking with you unless you change your tone of voice.” To this Amanda shouted “But I am talking nice!” got a wounded look on her face, and began to play the victim role. Jenny, however, in the most assertive manner I can remember seeing her, responded “I’m going to step outside now for a few minutes. I’ll come back and see if you’re willing to talk to me in a more civil way.” Amanda then received a well-deserved time-out.

Make reasonable agreements. Make agreements that are appropriate, reliable, verifiable, and enforceable. Be as prepared to honor your end of the contract as you expect the person you’re bargaining with to honor theirs. Be sure you don’t make promises you can’t keep and don’t ask for some-

thing you know you’re not likely to get or can’t be sure you’re being cheated out of.

When you bargain with any aggressive personality, try to propose as many win-win scenarios as you can. Doing this is extremely important and requires creativity and a particular mind set.27 But in my experience, it’s perhaps the single most effective personal empowerment tool because it puts to constructive use the aggressive personality’s determination to win. From an aggressor’s point of view, there are only four types of encounters that they can have with you. The first is they win, you lose. This is the scenario they most relish. The second is you win, they lose. This is the situation they find most abhorrent and will fight you the hardest to prevent. The third situation is they lose, you lose, too. Aggressive personalities so detest losing, that if it’s apparent they have to lose, they’ll often do their best to see that you lose, too. As morbid as it is, this is essentially the scene that all too often plays out in the extremely conflicted relationships that end in murder-suicide. The fourth scenario is they win, you win, too. This is not as desirable a situation for the aggressor as the they win, you lose circumstance, but it’s a highly tolerable second best choice.

Remember that an aggressive personality will do almost anything to avoid losing. So, once you’ve defined some terms and conditions by which the aggressor can have at least something they want, you’re half way home. Seeking out and proposing as many ways as possible for both of you to get something out of doing things differently opens the door to a much less conflictual relationship with both aggressive and covert-aggressive personalities.

Jean might have said to James: “I know how much it means to you to possibly secure a seat on the elders’ council, but I also need your time and emotional support. I’ll support you in your efforts if you agree to take weekends off and spend time with the family two evenings a week.”
Covert-aggressive personality that he is, James will always be “looking for an angle” to increase the chances that he gets what he wants. This way, Jean offers a way for him to have it without losing what she needs.

**Be prepared for consequences.** Always remain aware of the covert-aggressive’s determination to be the victor. This means that if, for any reason, they feel defeated, they’re likely to try anything in order to regain the upper hand and a sense of dominance. It’s important to be prepared for this possibility and to take appropriate action.

One way to prepare for consequences is to anticipate them. Make a reasonable assessment of what the covert-aggressive could and might do. Mary Jane might anticipate her boss giving her an unfavorable reference if she should seek another job. She can take steps to protect herself. She can file a formal, confidential complaint with the appropriate state or federal agency. She can solicit testimonials from co-workers. She can even research the possibility of temporary employment with a firm not requiring prior experience in the event her boss makes a “pre-emptive strike” by firing her when he realizes what she’s planning.

Another way to prepare for consequences is to secure a strong support system. There’s increased safety in numbers. Janice could easily anticipate that Bill would do something to try and get her back, even if she wasn’t sure just what he’d do. She might have found much support in Al-Anon, or a similar group. As a result, she may have gained sufficient emotional strength to withstand the guilt-tripping and the other manipulative tactics that Bill so effectively used on her.

**Take action quickly.** A train without brakes rolling down a mountainside is easiest to stop when it just begins to roll. Aggressive personalities of all types lack internal “brakes.” Once they’re in hot pursuit of their goals, it’s hard to stop them. If you’re going to successfully engage them, get a word in edgewise, make any impact, then you need to act at the first sign that they’re on the march. The minute you become aware that a tactic being used, be ready to confront it and respond to it. Move quickly to remove yourself from a one-down position and establish a more favorable balance of power. You will send your manipulator the message that you are a force to be contended with.

**Empowered Living**

Even if you understand and follow all of the rules for more effectively engaging manipulators, life with them is not likely to be easy. However, life with them can be more tolerable, and you can lessen your chances of being victimized, if you keep your awareness high about what they are really like, what to expect from them, and how to empower yourself. The following is a story of how a woman who, after several years in an abusive marriage, found both the courage and the tools to turn her life around.

**Helen’s Story**

Helen was not sure just why she wanted to talk. After all, she’d done much thinking before arriving at her decision. But, as she put it, she needed to “validate” her feelings and to get some “reassurance” she was on a better track.

She told me she’d decided to separate from Matt, her husband of 15 years. She said the separation would be part of a plan. She would leave and pursue some personal goals without the usual daily “interference.” In the meantime, she’d continue to have contact with him. If he proved himself willing and capable of making real and necessary changes, she might remain with him. If he proved unwilling or incapable of change, she would leave him for good. This arrangement would provide ample time for her to see if any changes Matt made were for real.
Fighting Fair

Kelley, a middle-aged woman who had been dealing with a very manipulative son, gave me some valuable information about how she was able to restore a better balance of power in their relationship. I asked her what she found to be the most helpful part of therapy. She replied: “The most helpful thing was when you said: ‘Pick the things you’re willing to fight for.’ That’s been a real insight. I no longer think that I have to do battle every time. On the really important stuff, I hold my ground, no matter what he throws at me. I expect him to challenge and I don’t get mad at him for it because I feel more confident about how to handle myself. But I pick my fights much more carefully now. I don’t fuss or agonize about the stuff I’m sure to lose the battle over anyway. I just let it go. Maybe, I’m just letting go of the notion that I can control him. I set my limits and impose my own consequences. The rest is up to him.”

Kelley also told me that even though struggles with her son seemed inevitable, the character of these “fights” had changed greatly. “We fight more openly and fairly, now. I tell him what I’m fighting for and I don’t apologize for it. He fights too, but at least I know when he’s fighting. It’s so different knowing what’s really going on between us and what to expect.”

Kelley’s words have rung true for so many of the people with whom I’ve worked. Once you really know what’s going on in the relationships causing you trouble, how frequently people fight, in what ways they’re likely to fight with you, what tactics to expect, how to respond to those maneuvers, how to take care of yourself, then, everything changes.
EPILOGUE

Aggression and Covert-Aggression in a Permissive and Undisciplined Society

The Social Environment and Human Aggression

Our aggressive tendencies and behaviors are not inherently evil. Throughout the greatest portion of man's evolutionary history, only the very strongest among us were able to survive not only threats from other species but also from various tribes of our own kind competing for limited resources in the daily fight for survival. With the dawn of civilization, the need for aggression as a necessary instrument of survival lessened considerably. But as mankind's long history of warfare illustrates, this basic human instinct is still very much with us and is likely to be for some time to come. Therefore, if we are to successfully advance in our social evolution, we will need to fashion cultural and environmental mechanisms that will aid us in the task of more effectively harnessing and managing our aggressive instincts.

The political, economic and cultural environments we live in have a lot of influence on how aggressive we are and how we act-out that aggression. For example, Com-
munism purportedly began as a means to prevent personal ambition and greed (rampant individual aggression) from damaging the society as a whole. But through its systematic repression, this touted system "of the people" became one of the more tyrannical vehicles for covert-aggression (i.e. the wielding of considerable power and dominance over others under the guise of protecting the interests of the "proletariat"). Capitalism, in its "survival of the fittest" style of economic freedom, encourages a great deal of unbridled as well as channeled-aggression in the daily competition for personal wealth and financial security. But the system also inadvertently encourages—even rewards—covert-aggression. Employees of free-marketeers know there is no safety or security within the "dog-eat-dog" environment. As a result, rather than cooperate, workers generally compete with one another for limited company resources, benefits and rewards. Sometimes, this competition is fair and disciplined, enabling the system to work quite well. In fact, fair and ardent competition is a key ingredient in the recipe for excellence. Other times, however, the competition is ruthless and accompanied by the underhanded, back-stabbing, dirty-tricking behaviors that are the hallmarks of covert-aggression. I am not one who discounts the value of good competition. But this kind of aggression has the potential to breed excellence only when the "fight" is conducted in a principled, responsible way. These days, I'm afraid there are too few individuals with the integrity of character to compete fairly. In the absence of a much-needed spiritual, ethical, and moral renewal, it is to our advantage to advocate cooperative as opposed to competitive principles.

Today's culture places such a premium on winning, and so little value on how we conduct the fight for personal success and dignity, that aggression against one another—destructive, pointless aggression—is way out of control. The saying attributed to Vince Lombardi "Winning isn't everything, it's the only thing" doesn't just represent one man's personal philosophy, it's a reflection of modern cultural norms. There was a time when both amateur and professional sports served as key avenues for spirited young people to harness and channel their aggressive energies, build a sense of community through teamwork, and develop character by mastering self-discipline. These days, no one comes to games if the team isn't winning, personal show-boating by talented team athletes overshadows team effort, and unrestrained brawls break out at the slightest provocation.

Our country's founding fathers intended there to be fierce debate and competition in the arena of political ideas in order to keep a check on the power of government and to prevent any one party's ideology from overly dominating all others. Today, the fighting that goes on in the political world is also out of hand. What was supposedly to be a spirited contest about issues is often a no-holds barred donnybrook between two opponents, each trying to decimate the other. And the fight politicians wage is mostly about winning and securing or holding onto power. It's much less about striving to uphold principles or advance the country's security and prosperity. It's no wonder so many covertly aggressive personalities find a home for themselves in the world of politics.

In my work with couples and families, I'm always dismayed at the amount of both overt and covert-aggression I witness and the destructive impact it has on relationships. Most especially, I'm troubled by the degree of covert-aggression I witness between persons who have divorced and are involved in custody disputes (battles). What people will do to get back at one another, punish one another, demean one another and destroy one another—all in the name of concern for the welfare of their children—never ceases to amaze me. In so many cases, the welfare of children is never really the issue. It's always about what either or both
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of the parties want (e.g., revenge, saving face, vindication, money, etc.) and to what lengths they are willing to go to get it.

In many arenas of life today—political, legal, corporate, athletic, personal relationships, etc.—we have become a nation of unscrupulous, undisciplined fighters, and we are greatly damaging ourselves and our society in the process. More than ever, we need to recover a guiding set of principles about how we must conduct the daily battle to survive, prosper, and succeed.

Learning to Be Responsible

If we are going to become a more principled, disciplined society, we will have to teach our children better. In Freud’s time, helping children to be emotionally healthy had mostly to do with assisting them in overcoming their fears and insecurities. But these days, teaching children to be emotionally healthy has a lot more to do with helping them learn how to appropriately channel and discipline their aggressive tendencies and take up the burden of leading a socially responsible life.

Teaching children to manage their aggression is never an easy task and children with aggressive personality traits will likely resist submitting themselves to the civilizing influences to which we try to expose them. To ensure our children have a good chance of acquiring the self-discipline they need, it’s important their parents teach them certain things about fighting:

First, parents must teach their children when it is and when it’s not appropriate to fight at all. It takes a lot of effort to help a youngster see clearly when there really is a legitimate personal need, a moral value, or circumstance worth fighting for. There are also situations in which there may be no alternative except to fight, even physically, such as in a clear case of self-defense. Parents must also help

children learn to recognize those times when there is truly no point in fighting at all.

Second, parents need to instruct and demonstrate to their children all of the possible ways to get the things they really need without fighting. They need to explain the benefits of exercising alternatives, illustrate what the alternatives are, and demonstrate how to use them. They need to teach the difference between fair, disciplined, constructive competition and destructive rivalry. Before they can teach their children the appropriate social coping skills, parents may need to heighten their own awareness about what such skills are and how to use them.

Third, parents need to help their children learn the difference between aggressiveness and assertiveness. They should be careful not to chastise their children for their spunk, feistiness, or willfulness per se. There is an old saying that a parent must succeed in “bending the will without breaking the spirit” of a child in order to effect positive discipline. This saying has great merit. Parents need to emphasize that although the innate aggressive tendencies in their children are not inherently bad, without appropriate discipline, they can lead to high levels of social conflict and failure. So, parents need to illustrate how going after what you want while demonstrating appropriate restraint and appropriate regard for the rights and needs of others leads to a greater degree of personal and social success in the long-run.

The importance of teaching children these lessons could not be more crucial. Inpatient psychiatric facilities in this country are bursting at the seams with young persons exhibiting significant disturbances of character. Regardless of the what psychiatric diagnoses they may be given upon admission, the majority of these youngsters are brought to these facilities because of their completely undisciplined aggressive behavior.
Juvenile delinquency programs in almost every state are
deluged daily with young persons whose overt aggression
has brought them in conflict with the law and whose covert-
aggression has gone unchecked for so long that they have
become very skilled manipulators. We simply must do a
better job of teaching our children when to fight, what al-
ternatives are better than fighting, and how to fight fairly
and responsibly when they really must fight. In short, we
must do a better job of building character in our young
people.

The Character Crisis

The drive for power, self-advancement, and dominance
is in all of us to a greater or lesser degree. Unfortunately, in
this land of virtually unlimited opportunity, there are grow-
ing numbers of character-disordered individuals trying to
achieve these ends without doing the hard work necessary
to secure them in a socially responsible and productive
manner. So, we have individuals who instead of educating
themselves and “fighting” fairly for a niche in the com-
petitive marketplace, settle for violently competing with
their brothers for control of the streets in their neighbor-
hood. We also have individuals who, failing to prosper to
the degree they desire in the established “system,” ally with
others in counter-culture groups which, under the guise of
commitment to some lofty ideals, wage war on the estab-
ishment. To a disheartening degree, we have become a
nation of misguided, undisciplined fighters who are no
longer united in a common cause of mutual advancement
and prosperity but ensnared in an “every man for himself”
pursuit of power and gain. The biggest reason that our coun-
try as a whole is losing its character is because there are
fewer and fewer people of sound character inhabiting this
great land of ours.

Building Character and Living Responsibly

Character-building is the life-long process by which we
instill self-discipline and develop the capacities to live re-
sponsibly among others, to do productive work, and, above
all, to love. As Scott Peck notes, loving is not a feeling, an
art or a state of mind. It’s a behavior, and precisely the
behavior to which the two Great Commandments exhort
us to commit ourselves. Bearing this in mind, I offer the
following philosophy about developing the character nec-
essary to love and live responsibly:

Even though a person may begin life as a prisoner of
what natural endowments he is given and the circumstances
under which he is raised, he cannot remain a “victim” for-
ever. Eventually, every person must come to terms with
him or herself. To know oneself, to fairly judge one’s
strengths and weaknesses, and to attain true mastery over
one’s most basic instincts are among life’s greatest chal-
lenges. But ultimately, anyone’s rise to a higher plane of
existence can only come as the result of a full self-awaken-
ing. He must come to know himself as well as others,
without deceit or denial. Only then can he freely take on
the burden of disciplining himself for the sake of himself
as well as for the sake of others. It is the free choice to take
up this burden or “cross” that defines love. And it is the
willingness and commitment of a person to carry the cross
of love until death that opens the door to a higher plane of
existence.
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